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1. INTRODUCTION

l.l INTRODUCTION

A database in the Codd's relational data model [13] has been defined by C. J. Date [15] as "a collection of

tirre-varying, normalized relations of varying degrees." "Time-varying" means that the set of tuples in the

relation vary over time. The data, therefore, has an implicit tir¡e dir¡ension and histoly associated u'ith it.

The set of tuples rvhich complise a relation in this data model ale a snapshot of the data as it existed at

some point in time. An update to a relation is "destructive" in the sense that crìrrent clata is r:eplaced u,ith a

nelv value and the lelation maintains no lecoi'd of the previous value. The only lecol'd of the past data is

retained thLough backup copies of the data and tlansaction logs which recold the sequence of updates to the

data. The time "dimension" of the data has been lost.

The time component of data must be maintained though, to sì.rpport some applications of the data.

Decision support systems for example, ale used by rnanagment to analyze data to aid in business planning.

Decisions ale often based on letrospective and tlend analysis of liistoric data. A colpolate personnel database

may be used to perform historic salaly analysis or to examine an employee's job history to perform

succession planning. Other database applications, such as financial lecold histoly and version histories in

engineering design, require historic databe maintained through a "non-deletion poiicy". lr4any scientific and

statistical databases maintain time dependent information in the form of the results of the ph),sical

experiments, measurements and simulations ovel the time domain.

Witli present relational database technology, access to past data is plovided b)' l'ecleating past states of the



database with backup copies and transaction logs ol by incorporating the suppolt for time lelated clata ínto

the application program itself. The first alternative, lecreating past database data rvith backup copies ancl

tlansaction iogs, is not an acceptable solution since dynamic, ad hoc access to historic data is not possíble

witlìout first recreating the database. The second alternative, incolpolating time suppolt into the application

proglam, results in a more complicated database because of the additional time attributes. This database

lvill have data redundancies, and perform less efficiently as more data is added. Within an organization, the

application programs rvhich maintain and access this data will do so in an ad ltoc mannel due to diffeLent

approaches in manipulating the time attributes.

It is for these reasons tliat support for data that valies over time sliould be incolporated into the clata model

and the resulting database nranagement system (DBMS), In tl.ìis $,a),, time-val1,ing data ri'il1 be handlecl in a

uniform and consistent rnanneL, theleby increasing the efficiency ancl maintainablitiy of the resulting

applications and databases. When time-var¡,ing data support is included in the data urodel, the database

schema is designed to model only the culrent occurrence and the DBMS automatically rnaintains histor¡,.

As an example, considel the job histoly for an employee. In a DBlt4S rvliich suppolts tirne-valying data, an

employee database is designed as if the employee has only one job. Evel'y time the job inforrnation for an

employee is updated though, historic data is maintained automatically by the DBMS. Thus, many job

occullences are maíntained for an employee without actually having to clesign tliis into the database.

1.2 DOMAIN OF iNTEREST

The time related data of intelest are sequences of data values occurling ovel the time dourain and the

operations rvhich manipulate these sequences of data. An example of such data is the salary historl, fs¡ ¿¡

employee. Initially, the salary may be $20,000 when the employee is hiled (lt4a1' 1, 1988). AfteL the first



)¡ear, the salary increases by ten percent to $22,000 (May 1, 1989) and again after the second )¡ear it

increases by a further ten percent to 524,200 (May 1, 1990). A sequence of data values over time will be

referred to as temporai data. A data model provides a definition for the structure of objects used to represent

entities being modeled and a collection of operatíons to manipulate the objects. A data model rvhich

provides support for temporal data rvill be refeued to as a temporal data moclel.

Another type of time/data reiationshíp which may be of intelest is that of "r'elative temporal data" as

proposed by Allen [6] and Chaudhuri [9]. Relative temporal data is that in which one data value or event

preceeds or follows another. This type of data can be difficult to model since it may only be knorvn that it

occurs relative to another data value ol' event as opposed to having an absolute start, end, ol dulation time to

associate with it. Associated with relative temporal relationships are those relationships in which one e\¡ent

preceeds, and in turn, tliggers another event. Data i,vhich desclibes tasl<s used in scheduling, rvliere the

cornpletion of one task tríggels the start of another, is an example of such data. Relatii,e tempolal data does

have important applications but is not the focus of this thesis. It is mentioned hele only to provide a

complete picture of time/data relationships.

i.3 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS

The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the most recent resealch in the development of a teurporai data

model. Tlie requilement for temporal support in databases has been understood since the late Seventies.

Two bibliographic surveys of the research in this area , "Bibiiography: Teniporal Databases" (Mcl(enzie

[31]) and "Researching Concelning Time in Databases: Project SuurmaLies" (Snodgrass [41]), coveled the

t'esearch on time ol'iented databases up 1986. Thís thesis concentrates on the resealch since that time.



The research presented focuses primarily on extensions to the relational data model to support temporai data.

TWo additional temporal data models also covered are based on the Entity-Relationship rnodel and a unique

temporal specific data model.

The basíc concepts of tempolal data ale discussed in Chapter 2. An introduction to temporal data is

plesented independent of implementation or performance concerns, The Entity-Relationship Model and its

extensions to support ternporal data ale inhoduced in this chapter as u'ell, since it is the methodology often

used to present data and relationships at a conceptual level. The ternpolal data moclel inclucìes the database

objects or data structures and the operators rvhich manipulate these objects. Cliapter' 3 cliscusses the data

structures of the temporal data models based on the data stluctules of the relational model and those of the

temporal specific data model. Chapter 4 introduces ploposed language extensions to suppolt access to and

rnanipulation of temporal data. The physical data model, discussed in Chapter 5, describes proposed

physical implementationsof the data structures of the tempolal data models.



2, BASIC CONCEPTS OF TEMPORAL DATA

2,l INTRODUCTION

Priol to examiníng the temporal data model in detail, it is irnpoltant to examine the r-eiationship betr,veen

time and data at a conceptual level, independent of any palticular data model oL DBMS. As mentioned

previously, the type of time/data reiationship of intelest in this thesis is that of data attribute values 1u ¿¡1rj¡o

over time. This chapter identifies these relationships and establislies a set of terminolog¡, that will be ¡sed

in further discussions of temporal data,

Section 2.2defines severalpropelties of temporal datarvhich ale incorpolated into the ternporal clata models.

Also in this section, the four fundamental types of databases supporting temporal data ar.e introcluced,

Section 2.3 discusses the Entity-Relationship Model and the enhancements that suppor.t tempolal data.

This data model, based on entities and their lelationships, is often used to define tlie data lequirements ancl

the relationshíps at a conceptual level in the database design process.

2.2 PROPERTIES OF TEMPORAL DATA

This section defines tlie ploperties of time related data to be incolpolated into a tempor.al clata model.

Specifically, the propelties of data attlibute values varying over time ale defined, rvhich inclucles t¡rpes of

time sequences, regularity, time unit, static and dynaraic data, data pelsistency, and time versioning of data.



2.2.1, Tíme Sequences

The concept of attribute values varying over tiure has been examined in depth by Shoshani and l(ar.vagoe

139,401, They have termed a sequence of attribute values over time a "time sequence" and have built theiL

temporal data model around this concept. Four distinct t¡,pes of time sequences have been defined:

"discrete", "continuous", "step-lvise constant" and "evgnt".

A discrete time sequence is one in which the attlibute values occur and ale lecor-ded only ¿¡ specific times.

Each of the values recolded are independent of the other values in the sequence. An exarnple of a discrete

titne sequence is tlte daily attendance of an employee. The number of houls worked is lecor-ded at the encl of

the day, for each employee. The number of l.rours q,orked by an eniploi'ee for a palticular day is not related

to the number of hours worked on the previous days. The values ale disclete, and nerv values cannot be

derived or interpolated fiom previous values in the time sequence.

A continuous time sequence is one which has a value for every point in tirne. In a contínuous time

sequence, the value of the attlibute is often changing at intervals smaller than the sarnpling intelval and

thus, the attribute vaiue can change many times between samplings. For example, the magnetic field

around an electric conductor is a continuous attribute which rvill allvays have a value. Tlie strength of tlie

magnetic field attLibute malr v¿¡y many times duLing a one minute inte¡,al be6i,een measut'ings, but onl1'

the readings at the end of one minute intervals rvill be saved. An "apploximation ol derivation function"

can be used to derive the data value at a point belween any two sampling points.

In a step-wise constant time sequence, the value of the attribute is also continuous, but it remains constant

at its current value until the next recorded tine point at which it changes to a new value. The curlent salarl'

of an employee is an example of a step-rvise constant attribute, This attribute will r'emain constant at its

current value until the next salary change, No interpolation function is required with this t5,pe of

continuous data.



An event is sometliing rvllich occurs at a palticulal point in time. With event data, the occur::ence of the

event is as important as the attributes rvhich describe the occullence. An event time sequence is a t1,pe of

step-wise constant or discrete time sequence in rvhich the attlibute domain consists of trvo possible values.

The two possible values indicate if the event did or did not occur. In addition to measuring tlie rnagnitíc

field around the electrical conductot, the fact the measuring device 
"vas 

also functioning collectly could also

have been recorded, as a binary value. This rvouid be an example of step-rvise constant event data,

2.2.2 Regularily

The "regularity" (Shoshani and l(awagoe [a0]) of data over tiure l'efers to the interi'al of time behveen the

lecolding of time/data pairs in a sequence. A "regulaL" sequence is one in wliich this intelval is constant,

An "irregulat" sequence is one in which this inten,ai varies or is randorr. The scientific database which

lecords the strength of a rnagnetic field at one minute intervals is an example of a regular sequence. A

series of salary incleases for an employee as a result of promotions is illegular time sequence data.

2.2.3 Tine Unit

The "time unit" (Shoshani and l(awagoe [a0]) is the intervai length between the points in time that can

potentially have data values. In the magnetic field exatrple, the time unit is one minute betiveen

samplings.



2.2.4 Static and Dynamic Data

The propelty of data being static or dynamic (Shoshani and I(avvagoe [a0]) refers to the futuLe update

activity on the data. Static data has been fully recorded and no fulther data updates ol additions will be made

to the database. An example of such a database is one lvhich contains scientific data rvhích has been

collected over a period of tirne (ie. during an expeliment or palticulal event) that will be used for anal),sis.

A database stoling dynamic data, on the other hand, can stili be added to and updated. The lecording of

dynamic data can be stopped at some point though, and the data collected to that point can be consideled a

static set.

2.2.5 Dala Persistency

Several papers on temporal databases discuss the length of tirne histolic data r.vill exist in a database. Adiba

and Quang [2] LefeL to the "persistency of values in the databases'r in leference to the length of time and

numbel of versions of data that are stored in a database. Theoretically, a temporal data model places no

restriction on the number of occurrences of a data attlibute retained over the time domain. In an

implementation of a temporal data model thougli, it may not be practical, nor lequiled for business

purposes, to retain an infinite number of occurrences.

Segev and Shoshani [39] also refer to the "life span" of data. The lífe span is the "range of valid time

pointsì' for the historic data collected fol an entity, defined by a start and end tiure. They ídentify thlee types

of life spans: life spans with a fixed stalt and fixed end point; life spans with a fixecl start point and the

culrent time as the end point; and lifespans rvhere there is a fixed distance belween the start and end points

and the end point is the cullent time. A life span rvith a fixed start and fixed end point clefines a static set of

data. A life span with a fixed stalt point and the curlent time as the end point is a dynarnic set of clata

lvhich continues to grow as data is added, In a life span rvhele thele is a fixed distance between the start and



end points and the end point is the current time, oniy a fixed arnount of data is letained and old data is

dlopped off as nerv data is added. There is, in effect, a fixed size "nroving r.vindolv" over the data

occul'rences ove¡ time.

2.2.6 Tíme Dimensions of Data

There are two time "dimensions" associated rvith data that are of interest to a usel: when rnaintaining

temporal data. These trvo dímensions are the "transaction time" ancl "r,alid tíme" (Snoclglass and Ahn [43])

associated rvith the data. Transaction time is defined as the time the data is lecorded in the database and valid

time is the time the data value becomes valid in the real world. Both may be requiled since the valid time

will not necessarily be the same as the time the data was updated in the database. ThÍs is the case when the

data is changed as a result of a retroactive update, an update of a prior version of the data, ol a proactive

update, an update rvhich will be applied at some point in the futule, or sir:rply because there i.s a delay in

entering the update of the data into the database.

A third type of tirne attribute, "user-defined time" has been defined by Snodglass and Alin. A user'-clefined

time attribute is simpll, an attribute in the database rvhich contains tirne data, such as a date of biLth. The

addition of user-defined time data is discussed ín detailby Date [17,18]. Unlike transaction and valicl time,

which are maintained b), a temporal DBMS, user -defined time is application maintained and not intelpletecl

by the DBMS, User'-defined time does not influence tlie clevelopment of the temporal data model and u'ill

not be discussed further in this thesis.

Four fundamentai types of tirne-related database have been defined (SnodgLass and Ahn [43], Snoclgrass

[42]) based on transaction and valid time. These ai-e "snapshot", "Lollback", "histolical" and "terlpoLal"

databases.



A snapshot database has no DBMS support for maintaining tempolal data. This is tlie traditional type of

database which plovides a "snapshot" of the data as it exists at a point in time. A snapshot is the set of

data values that exists for all attributes in the database al a point in time. A snapshot rvill also be lefell'ed

to as a database state. As data in a snapshot database is modified, tlie cul'rent data is updated and the prior'

database state is lost. The handling of any temporal data in a snapshot database must be coded into the

application program using user-defined time attributes.

A rollback database is a one where past states are letained automatically. In such a database the concept of

tlansaction time is used to associate a database state rvith a time. When data is modified in a lollback

database, a nei,v velsion of the updated data is appended to the database and becomes the curlent version. The

previous version is retained unchanged. Updates to a roilback database can only be applied to the most

cuu'ent version of the data. Previous velsions may not be altered, even for euor correction. The rollback

database can be represented as a sequence of database states (snapshot databases) ordered by transaction time.

With this type of database, queries can be made against previous states of the database by "rolling back" the

data to a prior snapshot and performing the query on this velsion of the data. Note that in the discussion of

temporal databases, "roliback" refers to the operation of temporaril¡,making a priol version of the clata the

current version. The major drawback of this database type is that it lecords the infolrnation by the time the

datawasmodifiedinthedatabase(transactiontime)andnotthetimetheeventoccurredinthereal',r,orld. In

situations where retroactive and proactive updates are being made, though, associating the data r,vith the

tlansaction time is not valid. To handle these situations, the historical database rvas cleveloped.

The historical database is similal to a rollback database except that pliol states are recolded by valid time

ratller than transaction time. The "valíd time" is the tigre the data became valid in the leal wolld. Tliis t¡,pe

of database is a collection of "historical states" ordeled by valid time. A historical state can be defined as a

snapshot associated with a valid time, as opposed to a database state rvhich is a snapshot associated with a

transaction time. Unlike rollback databases, in which only the most current version of the data can be

modified, the historical database allows updates to the current or previous data to accor¡odate retroactive and

10



proactive updates. Thus, it may not be possible to "roll back", as in a rollback database, to a vel sion of the

data which existed at a given point in time since prior versions may be changed, and the historical state

which existed at that time ma1, have since been updated i.vith mol'e current information. The historical

database can ahvays store the most current information about past states because retroactive ìipclates are

supported. Símilar to the lollback database, a historical database allor,vs queries to be run against past

historical states by rolling back the data to this state and performing tlre quely on the resulting data.

A temporal clatabase combínes the features of the rollback and historical databases by associating both

transaction and valid time rvith data. This t¡rpe of database is essentially a sequence of historical databases

ordered by tlansaction time. With a temporal database, queries of the form "what was the value of attribute

A at time t0 if this Quely 1v¿s executed at time t1, assuming it is nou, time t3" ale supported. In this folrn

of query, a roll back to the histolical database at time t1 is performed and then the historical state at time tg

within this database is used to determine the result. A temporal clatabase allorvs the user to query a

teliporal occurrence of the data which existed at some point in the past. in this thesis, a temporal database

will be used to refer to a database which associates both transaction time and valid time r.vith data. The tel'rn

temporal data model will be used in reference to anlr j¿¡¿ model wliich supports tempolal data.

2.3 TEMPORAL DATA IN THE ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP T4ODEL

A conceptual representation of data and data relationships descLibing an entelplise is usually done r.vith a

"ltigh-level sematic model" (Winsberg [a8]), The model often used is the Entity-Relationship \4odel, or

some variation of it. Tempo¡al data support has been incorporated into the conceptual representation of clata

as enhancements to the Entity-Relationship Model. Prior to a discussion of temporal data in the Entity-

Relationship Model, a blief overview of the Entity-Relationship Model itself will be presented.

1i



2.3.7 The Entity-Relationship Model

A common approach to representing a conceptual data rnodel is to use the Entity-Relationship (E-R)

Model. As the name implies, this method identifies the entities r.vithin an entelprise and tlie lelationships

between them, independent of the processes involving these objects. An entity is any identifiable thing foL

rvhich data must be maintained to support the activities of an olganization. The entity may lepresent an

object that tangibly exists, such as a person, place or thing, or a concept, such a project or event. Entities

ale typically represented pictorially in E-R diaglams as rectangles. A relationship defínes a connection

betrveen entíties lepresenting interactions and associations between the objects. Relationships ale

replesented in E-R diagrams as diamonds joined to the related entities rvith solid lines. The ploperties of

entities and relationships are called attributes. Each entity has a primary key attribute or attributes

associated with it which uniquely identifies the entity. For example, the prirnary key of an empioyee entity

could be an employee number.

An exarnple of an E-R model for palt of a pelsonnel database replesenting employees and their depat'tments,

is slrown in Figule 2.1. The attributes of the entities are also lísted with plimary key fielcìs unclerlined.

FIGURE 2.1 EMPLOYEE-DEPARTMENT ENTITY RELATIONSHIP MODEL

EMPLOYEE/
DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT

72



ENTITY ATTRIBUTES

EMPLOYEE emplol/ee number, uame, position,

salary, birthdate

DEPARTMENT department number, depaLtment name,

budget

RELATIONSHIP ATTRIBUTES

EMPLOYEE/DEPARTMENT (none)

FIGURE 2.1 EMPLOYEE-DEPARTMENT ENTITY RELATIONSHIP MODEL

2.3.2Temporal Enhancements To The E-R Model

Enhancements to the E-R Model to support temporal data have been proposed by l(lopplogge ancl

Lockemann[26] and Adiba and Quang[2]. Though the diagramming technique associated rvith the E-R

Model is useful component of this model, neither Klopprogge and Lockemann nor Adiba and Quang have

made enltancements in this area. Instead, both have enhanced a high level definition language rvhich has

been used to represent the definition of entities and relationships. The E-R Model has been used to sl.ìow

horv temporal data can be incorporated into a conceptual representation of data,

13



(A) I{oppLogge and Lockemann

I(lopprogge and Lockemann [26] have extended the E-R Model to develop the tempolal data model TERM

(Time Extended E-R Model). In theil discussion of the Entity-Relationship model and the TERM data

model, I{opprogge and Lockemann have leferred to both entities and relationships as "objects", arrd that

convention will be retained here.

In the TERM data model, I(lopprogge and Lockemann maintain temporal data at the individual attribute

level rather than at the object level. The reason for this is that some attributes within an object are

"temporally constant" and do not change over time, and others are "tempoLally variable" and change over'

time. Maintaining history at the object level would mean maintaining histoly of constant attributes,

resulting in unnecessary redundancy. The temporally varying attributes are maintained as a series of

time/value pairs. The definition for the EMPLOYEE entity in the TERM data model is shorvn in Figure

2.2.

ENTITY TYPE

employee;

EXISTENCE

VARIABLE;

ATTRIBUTES

employee number CONSTANT integer;

name VARIABLE char(2O);

position VARIABLE chaL(10);

salary VARIABLE decimal(7,2);

birthdate CONSTANT date;

FIGURE 2.2 ENTITY DEFINITION (I(loppLogge and Lockemann)

T4



A special "existence" attribute, which is temporally variable, is also associated rvith each object. In this

model, object history is maintained over the entire lifespan of the database. The boolean "existence"

attribute is used to indicate the periods of time that the object exists in the real rvorld. This attribute Iias

the value of true if at least one of the attributes of the object has a defined value.

I{opprogge and Lockemann also discuss the uncertainty rvhich may exist rvhen recolding data values over

time. When an attribute is undefined at a point in time, its value is null. An example rvould be the social

security number of a child rvhich has not yet been assigned a number. The value of an attril¡ute can also be

"uncertain" ot "unknoln". An attribute can have an "uncertain" value if its value is not knorvn at the

current time, but it is knorvn that it may have a null or non-nuIl value, such as for the social security

number of any person. An "unknoln" value is assigned to those attributes u'hose value is not knou,n, but

it is knorvn that the value is not null. The existence attribute may also take on an "unknoln" value if it is

initially not known. Procedures and logic are necessary to determine object existence and attribute values

rvhen uncertainty exists and "approximation functions" are required to handle uncertainty u'hen continuous

data is introduced.

Update semantics are also discussed by l(loppLogge and Lockemann and the notion of updating \¡erslrs

correcting is addressed. In the TERM data model, trvo diffelent t1,pes of users are defined to handle these

situations. A "recordeL" is a user whose updates append new temporal occurrences of data to the database

rvhile a "referee" is a user u'ho can update existing data in the database to correct previous errols u'ithout

adding a new state to the database.

The TERM data model represents a rollback database since only a single dimension of time, the transaction

time, is associated with the data. A TERM prototype has been implemented by I(lopprogge and

Lockemann as an extension to PASCAL rvith an interface to a netlr¡ork DBMS.
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@) Adiba and Quang

Adiba and Quang [2] have also based their temporal data model, tlle TIGRE data model, on the Entitl,-

Relationship Model, in an attempt to incorporate time into a generalized DBMS. In tl-reir approach, as in

that of I(lopprogge and Lockemann, temporal data is maintained fol only one time dimension. Adiba and

Quang have assumed that the difference in the time the event took place and the recording time in the

database is irreievant. Thus, their temporal data model is a historical database rvhere temporal data is

associated rvith a valid time.

The TIGRE data model has been developed to model complex objects rvhich contain text, image and voice

data. Unlike the TERM data model, the TIGRE data model does not maintain tempolal data at the attribute

level for all attribute types occurring within an entity. The basic attribute types (integer, character, etc.)

cannot be selectively versioned, while the complex types (such as record and defined types) can be. In

general, temporal data is maintained at object level (entity or relationship), rvhich in turn propagates to all

of the attributes of that object. If the object is a relationship and defined to maintain histoly, the time

dimension propogates to the related objects, which must be defined as being non-temporal. The entities

and relationships outlined in Figure 2.1" rvould be defined in the TIGRE data model as shou,n in FiguLe 2.3.

In this example, the last five ¡elationships between employees and clepaltments lvill be maintained. This

property rvili automaticaily propogate to the emplo1'es and department entities, r,r'hich have not been definecl

to maintain history.

Temporal data in the TIGRE data model is based on the concapts of "periodicity", "modification" and

"persistency". TIle notion of periodicity, in the TIGRE data model, is the length of time betrveen values in

a sequence of value/time pairs. For example, the salary values for an employee may be recorded each month

for the past year. This does not imply, though, that the salary is updated each month to genelate each

temporal occurrence. Periodicity is the term used by Adiba and Quang for the regularit¡, propelty of

temporal data defined pleviously.
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type EMPLOYEE : entity;

employee number : integer;

name : string(20);

position : string(10);

saiary : decimal(7,2);

birthdate : date;

type DEPARTMENT : entity;

department number : integer;

department name : string(20);

budget : decimal(7,2);

type EMPIDEPT : dynamic relationship last 5

between EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT;

FIGURE 2.3 ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DEFINITION (Adiba and Quang)

In the TIGRE data model, updates to an object or an attribute may or may not generate a nerv temporal

occurrence of that object. That is, modifications to an object or attribute may update only the culrent

version and the updated version is used to generate a new temporai occurrence only at the end of a defined

time period. Several changes can be made before a new temporal occurrence is added. An object in the

TIGRE data model can be defined as having a "manual history", "peliodical history" or "successive history".

In objects rvhich have a manual history, the user must determine nllen a new temporal occuuence of tlle

object is to be created. Witl.Ì periodical history, the iength of the peLiod betrveen the generation of ternporal

occurlences is defined to the DBMS and at the end of the defined peliod, a rveek for example, the culrent

version is automatically used as the new tempolal occulrence. Duling the peliod (ie. the rveek), all r.rpdates

u,ill have modified the current version. An object may also be defined to have successive history in rvirich

each modification automatically adds a new temporal occurrence of the object. It is up to the database

administrator to determine when an update should create a new temporal occurrence. The ploperty of

contlolling the generation of temporal occurrences is called the modification property.
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The persistency concept refers to the length of time historic versions are retained in the database. In theory,

historic data may be retained indefinitely, but this may not be practical or required. Therefore, Adiba and

Quang have placed the definition of the length of time and the number of occulrences historic data to be

retained rvith the definiton of the object.

2.3.3 Comparison of E-R Model Enhancements

The enhancements to the E-R Model by I{oppLogge and Lockemann and Adiba and Qr.rang, are proposals to

add temporal data support to a generalized data model, independent of any particular DBMS. Both

approaches are similar only in that the data is augmented rvith a single time dimension. I(lopprogge and

Lockemann have developed a temporal data model based on transaction time, while Adiba and Quang have

used valid time.

The rollback database model defined by l{opprogge and Lockemann supports temporal data at the attribute

Ievel, Adiba and Quang's historic database model supports temporal data at the object and complex attlibute

(ie. record and defined types) level, and the time dimension propogates to object attributes. The time

dimension will also propogate across a relationship in Adiba and Quang's temporal data model, if the

relationship is defined to maintain temporal data and the entities are defined to be non-temporal. The

modification property, in which generation of temporal occurrences is controlled, is a property of temporal

data unique to Adiba and Quang's model. This propelty is useful in that it allorvs the data base

administlator to determine hotv frequently a temporal occurrence of an object should be generated, depending

on the nature of the data. For example, an entit)¡ defining an entire document ma1, þ. defined to have a

manual history, so that only the versions of the document chosen by the usel ale migrated to histotl', rather

than each version created. An employee entity though, may be defined to have a successive histor'¡' so that

every version of the employee information is retained,
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I{loppiogge and Lockemann make a useful distinction betrveen users rvllo do updates and those rvho do

couections. A rollback database does not support retroactive updates, but in their data model, a special t¡'pe

of user has been defined which may correct previous temporal occurrences of data. A second important

contribution of I(lopprogge and Lockemann is their discussion of object and existence and uncertainty with

temporai data and the requirement for procedures to handle this.

2.4 SUMMARY

This chapter has defined the basic concepts and properties of tempolal data required fol the development of a

temporal data model. These properties include the types of time sequences (discrete, continuous, step-u'ise

continuous and event), the regularity of temporal data, static and dynamic data, and data persistency. The

trvo time dimensions of temporai data, transaction time and valid time, have been introduced and four

database types based on these dimensions have been defined. These database types include the snapshot

database (no temporal data support), the rollback database (temporal data support using transaction time),

the historic database (temporal data support using valid time) and the tempolal database (temporal clata

support using transaction and valid time).

The E-R Model and enhancements to it to support temporal data rvele also discussed in this chapter.

Though initially intended as a data model, the E-R Model and its diagramming technique are plimalily usecl

in the database design process to represent the logical structure ofa palticular clatabase at a conceptuai leveI,

rather than as a data model. Enhancements to the conceptual lepresentation level to support temporal data

ale significant in that tliey provide the ability to incorporate ternpolal concepts at the initial data mocleilirrg

stage in a structured manner. Adding temporal data support at the entity and relationship (Adiba and Quang)
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or attribute (I(lopprogge and Lockemann) level permits the conceptual model to represent the temporal

requirements. This simplifies the database design and implementation since the entities and attributes added

strictly to support the temporal requirements of the data have been eliminated.

Having defined the basic concepts of temporal data and examined the temporal enhancements at the

conceptual representation level, the next step is to proceed to the development of the temporal data model to

support these requilements.
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3. TEù{PORAL DATA STRUCTURES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

A data model provides a definition for the structure of objects to represent data and data lelationships, and a

set of operations to manipulate these data structures. The relational data model, for example, uses tlre

¡elation as the basic data structure and the operations of SELECT, PROJECT and JOIN to manipr.rlate the

relations. A temporal data model is onewhich provides support for the properties of temporal data defined

in the previous chapter. This chapter defines and compares proposals fo¡ the data structure component of

the temporal data model. The operations defined on these temporal data structures ale discussed in the

follorving chapter.

Most of the research on the tempo¡al data model has taken the apploach of extending the lelational data

model to suppolt temporal data. Thus, the majority of this chapter will focus on enhancements to tlle

relational data model, A data model based specifically on temporal data and time sequences has also been

developed, and the data structures of this model will also be discussed in this chapter.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Since the temporal data model is most often defined as an

extension to the relational data model, a b¡ief overuiew of the relational data model is plesented, and the four'

database types supporting temporal data (snapsllot, r'oilì:ack, liistolic, ancl temporal) ale presented in terms

of relations, This is followed by a discussion of some issues to be addressed in enhancing the relationai

data model, including maintaining temporal data at the tuple or attribute level, using time instant or time

interval timestamps, and handling schema modifications. A comparison of ploposed temporal data models

is then presented. The approaches are covered in four sections: temporal data models based on application

maintained data; temporal data model based on the relational model rvith tuple versioning; temporal data
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model based on the relational model with attribute versioning; ancl the temporal data specific data model.

3,2 THE RELATIONAL DATA MODEL

The lelational data model, initially proposed by E. F. Codd [13], is based on the mathematical theory of

sets. In this model, a relation is a collection of tuples, rvhere eacll tuple element, or attribute, s, is from

some domain S. The ordering of the tuples rvithin a relation is not defined but the ordering of the

attributes is fixed, The primary key of a relation is an attribute or attributes which can be used to uniquely

identity a tuple in a relation. Relations can be represented as trvo dimensional tables as in Figure 3.1. This

is not to imply though, that they are physically stored in this manner. In addition, the data is manipulated

in terms of relations and tuples, removing the user from the physical olganization and implementation of

the data.

EMPNO EMPNAME SKILLS

01 00
0'100

0200
0305
0305

AAAAA
AAAAA
BBBBBB
cccccc
cccccc

1

4
3

1

SKILL DESCRIPTION

1

2

3
4
5

CÐBOL

PLIl

JCL
DB2

FIGURE 3.1 FIRST NORMAL FORM RELATIONS
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EMPNO EMPNAME SKILLS

01 00
0200
0305

AAAAA
BBBBBB
cccccc

[1,4]
t3 l
[1,5]

SKILL DESCRIPTION

1

¿

4
5

COBOL

PLIl
c
JCL
D82

FIGURE 3.2 NON-FIRST NORMAL FORM RELATION

In Codd's relational data model, all relations must be in at least "first normal form". A relation is said to

be in first normal folm if all the attributes in the relation ale "atomic". Atomic attributes are those rvhich

can not be further subdivided, and are assigned a single value at an1, point in time. This is as opposed to a

"set-valued" attribute (Abbod, Brown and Noble [1]), in rvhich a set of data values is assigned to an

attribute. An example of a set-valued attribute is an attribute storing the skills of an emplo1,ee. As nerv

skills are acquired by the employee, the existing skills are not replaced, but instead are grouped with the

new data to form a set of skills for the employee (FiguLe 3.2). Set-valued attributes are not allorved in first

normal form relations, but there are temporal data models based on extensions to the relation model rvhich

do. Higher levels of normal forms, third normal form and higher, irave been developed rvhich fiuther

temove data redundancies from first normal form relations in order to provide equivalent (ie. no loss of

information) and more desirable relations for implementation.

Another type of non-first normal form relation which has been proposed, and rvhich a temporal data model

has been based on, is a nested relation. A nested relatìon is one rvhere, in addition to atomic and set-valued

attributes, relations are permitted as attributes. (Figure 3.3) Nesting relations in this manner introduces a

lrierarchical relationship between the data in the reiations. It has been suggested[19,32] that "flat leiations"

(filst nolmal form) are not ideal for modelling complex objects and relationships. For example, in Figure

3.3, the entire skills relation is incorporated into the employee relation to maintain tlte set of skills for an

employee. One reason suggested for this is that in the normalization process, the data is unneccesarily
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fragmented among several relations, both physically and logically, resulting in queries that must access

several tables in order to ¡etrieve the required data.

EMPNO EMPNAME SKILLS

SKILL DESCRIPTION

01 00

0200
0305

AAAAA

BBBBBB
cccccc

I

4
a

1

COBOL

JCL
c
COBOL
UÓ¿

SKILL DESCRIPTION

'l

¿

4
E

æBOL
PLIl

JCL
D82

FIGURE 3.3 NESTED RELATION

3.3 TIME ORIENTED RELATIONS

In the previous chapter, the fou¡ types of databases supporting temporal data, based on transaction and valid

time, were introduced. These were the snapshot, rollback, histolical and tempolal databases. in this

section, these database types will be presented in the context of relations, the basic data structule of the

relational data model.

A snapshot relation is the classical relation comprising a collection of tuples consistiug of atouric attlibute

values. This type of relation provides a "snapshot" of the data as it exists at a point in time. A snapshot

relation is typically represented as shown in Figure 3.4. This type of relation can be refeued to as "tlo

dimensional", where the two dimensions are the rows and the columns.
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EMPNO EMPMME POSITION SALARY BIRTHDATE DEPTNO

01 00
0605
0200
0300
0305

Adams
Thompson
Spencer
Jones
Brown

Manager
Clerk
DBA
Analyst
Programmer

50,000.00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000,00
26,000.00

1 933-05-01
1969-08-04
1 963-09-09
1962-12-07
1 866-08-08

400
400
400
400
400

FIGURE 3.4 SNAPSHOT RELATION

A rollback relation is one in which past states of a relation are retained and associated with a ttansaction

time. When an update is made to a rollback reiation, a nerv snapshot of the relation is appended to tlie

rollback relation along rvith the transaction time. This nervest snapshot becomes the cuuent version, and

the previous snapshots are retained unchanged. A rollback relation can be represented as a sequence of

snapshot relations ordered by transaction time (Figure 3.5). The transaction time becomes a "third

dimension" in the representation of this relation.

EMPNO SALARY

01 00
0605
0200
0300
0305

50,000.00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000,00
26.000.00

EMPNO SALARY

01 00
0605
0200
0300
0305
0306

s0,000,00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000,00
26,000.00
25,000.00

EÍVIPNO SALARY

01 00
0605
0200
0300
0305
0306

50,000,00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000.00
33,000.00
25,000,00

89112131 90/01/01

Transaction Time

FIGURE 3.5 ROLLBACK RELATION

90102101
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The historical relation is simiiar to the rollback reiation excapt that prior states are recorded by valid time

rather than transaction time. This type of relation (Figure 3.6) is a collection of "historical states" in

rvhich valid time is the third dimension of the relation. A historicai state is a snapshot of the data

associated rvith a valid time. A histo¡ical state diffels fiom a snapshot in a rollback relation in that a

historical state can change, where a snapshot cannot. As mentioned in the previous chapter, historical

relations allow the user to modify data at any time in the relation.

89t12t1s

Valid Time

FIGURE 3.6 HiSTORICAL RELATION

A temporal relation combines the features of the rollback and historical relations by incorporating both

transaction and valid time. This "four dimensional" relation is essentially a sequence of historical relations

indexed by transaction time (Figure 3.7). In a temporal query, it is possible to roll back to a prior'

historical relation and then specify a particular historical state rvithin this relation. A query against a

temporal relation allorvs the user to retrieve the data rvhich is cutrent as of some point in the past. When

an update is performed, a new historical relation is created and appended to the existing temporai relation.

50,000,00
21,000,00
30,000.00
29,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
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EMPNO

ò.J

-t

0100
0605
0200
0300
0305

SALARY

50,000.00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00

89112131

0100
0605
0200
0300
0305
0306

50,000.00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00
25,000.00

90/01/01

Transaction Time

FIGURE 3.7 TEMPORAL RELATION

90lo2lo1

50,000.00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000.00
33,000.00
25,000.00



3.4 ISSUES IN ENHANCING THE RELATiONAL DATA MODEL

Tliere are several ways in rvhich the relational data model can be enhanced to support temporal data. The

key issues in determining how the relational model should be enhanced are introduced hele to lay the

groundrvork for the temporal data models discussed in the next sections. The key issues include the level at

rvhich temporal data should be maintained, the type of timestamp tltat should be used to represent

transaction and valid times, and how schema modifications should be handled.

3.4.1 Tuple and Attribute Versioning

As described above, time-oriented relations maintain previous states or versions of data, indexed b¡, 1,¿1¡¿

and/or transaction times. Though the preceeding discussion of temporal lelations and their associated

pictorial representation presented versioning at the relation level for ease of understanding, the versioning is

more appropriate at the tuple or attribute level since this is the component of the relation manipulated by

the update and query operations. It has been suggested by Gadia[23,24] and Sarda[35] that since the tuple is

the basic unit of manipulation of query languages, the versioning should not occur at a level higheL than the

tuple level.

In tuple versioning, r,vhen tlie value of an attribute changes, a nerv version of the entire tuple is cleated. In

attribute versioning, rvhen the value of an attribute changes, a ner.v l'ersion of only tliat attribute is created.

Ahn[3] states that relations which use attribute and tuple versioning contain the same information and

operations can be defined to convert from one type to the other. Alin l:as defined the UNNEST and SYNCH

functions to perform these operations. The UNNEST function converts a relation using attribute

versioning to one which uses tuple versioning and SYNCH transforms a tuple \¡ersioning teiation to one

which uses attribute versioning.
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AII temporal data models reviewed use either attribute or tupie versioning; each has advantages and

disadvantages. The benefit of attribute versioning is derived from the difference in the r ate of update of the

attributes in a tuple. With attribute versioning, rvhen an attribute in a tuple is updated, it is necessary only

to create a new version for the changed attribute. Therefore, it is possible for only selected attributes u,ithin

the tuple to be temporal. The versioning independence betr,r,een attributes is not only beneficial for

temporal attributes which vary at different rates, but also for those attributes in a tuple which remain

constant and will never vary over time. Attribute versioning u,ill eliminate the duplication of constant

information which occurs when tuple versioning is used. Dadam, Lum, and Werner 114] have teLmed this

"selective versioning".

The main factol favoring tuple versioning is that it resuits in normalized relations. Reiations having

versions of attributes within a tuple are not in first normal form since the temporal attlibutes are set valued

and are assigned a series of time/value pairs. The fact that the relations are not normalized is significant

since the properties of the relational data model and relational operations are based on first normal form

relations. The unfamiliarity and lack of formalization of non-first normal form relations could add

complexity to building a temporal data model based on this model. This may be the more desirable form

though, since temporal data is very naturally set oriented or¡er attributes. In fact, Gadia [23] states that the

direction for temporal databases is toward non-first normal form lelations.

In order to eliminate non-first normal form relations and still retain the capability to selectively version

attributes, the temporal attributes could be placed into separate relations each containing the snapshot

primary key and a single temporal attribute. Each of the resuiting relations can then use tuple \/ersioning

and still remain normalized. Note that, when discussing relations in a temporal data model, the snapshot

plimary key refers to an attribute, or attributes, r,r,hich uniquely identify a tuple in a snapshot from a

relation supporting temporal data. In the rollback, historical and temporal relation presented in Figures 3.5,

3,6 and 3.7,lhe snapshot primary key is the employee number, EMPNO.
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Gadial23,24] has defined two "anomalies" which occur as a result of using this approach. These have been

termed the "vertical and horizontal temporal anomalies".

Consider as an example a relation with two temporal attributes, POSITION and SALARY. The "vertical

temporal anomaly'r occurs rvhen a tuple with a given snapshot primary key is split up into multiple tuples

"vith 
that key when a time varying attribute is updated. (Figure 3.8) In this example, when an emplo¡,ee'g

POSiTION or SALARY changes, a new tuple fo¡ that employee is created. Thus, the number of tuples in

the temporal relation for a snapshot primary key in the relation is increased; the relation size is increased

"vertically". In order to retrieve all the information for an employee, multiple tuples must be accessed.

EMPNO POSITION SALARY TIMESTAMP

01 00
0605
0200
0300
0305
0305
0305
0306

Manager
Clerk
DBA
Analyst
Programmer
Analyst
Analyst
Programmer

50,000.00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00
33,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00

1990-01-01:NOW
1990-01-01:NOW
1990-01-01:NOW
1990-01-01:NOW
1 990-01 -01 : 1990-02-01
1 990-02-01 : 1 990-03-01
1990-03-01:NOW
1 990-01 -01 : 1990-05-01

FIGURE 3.8 VERTICAL TEMPORAL ANOMALY

To minimize the number of tuples for a snapshot primary key and still maintain first norrral form

relations, the relation could be split into two relations, one containing the temporai position attlibute and

one containing the temporal salary attribute (Figure 3,9). This results in wliat Gadia calls the "horizontal

temporal anomaly". The "horizontal temporal anomaly" occurs u,hen the attributes of a tuple are split up

into multiple relations to support multiple temporal attributes tliat change at different rates. In order to

access all data for an employee, multiple relations have to be accessed. In this case, the data lias been spread

out "horizontally" over multiple relations.
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EMPNO POSITION TIMESTAMP

01 00
0605
0200
0300
0305
0305
0306

Manager
Clerk
DBA
Analyst
Programmer
Analyst
Programmer

1990-01-01:NOW
1990-01-01:NOW
1990-01-01: NOW
1990-01-01: NOW
1990-01 -01 : 1990-02-01
1990-02-01:NOW
1990-01 -01 : 1 990-05-01

EMPNO SALARY TIMESTAMP

01 00
0605
0200
0300
0305
0305
0305
0306

50,000.00
21,000,00
30,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00
33,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00

1990-01-01:NOW
1990-01-01:NOW
1990-01-01:NOW
1990-01-01:NOW
1990-01 -01 : 1 990-02-01
1 990-02-01 : 1 990-03-01
1990-03-01:NOW
1 990-01 -01 : 1 990-05-01

FIGURE 3.9 HORIZONTAL TEMPORAL ANTOMALY

Thus, when attempting to preserve first normal form relations and make selective attributes temporal, there

is a trade-off between the "horizontal anomaly" and "vertical anomaly". Reducing one will increase the

other. In order to eliminate these anomalies, Gadia uses non-filst normal form relations for his temporal

data model rather than fitting the temporal data model into the normalized relations of the relational data

model. In the development of the various temporal data models, approaches based on attribute and tuple

versioning have been proposed.
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3.4.2 Timestamps

Timestamps are required in a temporal data model to distinguish betr,veen temporal versions of data, As

discussed previously, at most two types of timestamps are requiled, independent of whether tuple or

attribute timestamping is used. These two timestamps rep[esent the "transaction time" and the "valid

time". They are also referred to as "physical" and "logical" timestamps, respectively. The transaction time

is the time the data was physically added to the database. Vaiid time is the time the data logically became

valid in the "real rvorld". When managing "temporal data", as defined by Snodgrass [43], both timestamps

are required. For "historical databases" only valid time is required and "rollback databases" record only

transaction time.

An important aspect of timestamps is whether they should represent a time instant or a time interval. If

the timestamp represents a time instant, then it indicates the time at rvhich the value ',vas acquired, If the

timestamp represents a time interval, then it indicates the period of time that the value applies. The time

interval fo¡ an attribute's value is important for temporal queries since the resuit set depends on u,lten a

value was acquired and when it was repiaced by another. If time instant timestamps are used, two

successive versions of tuples or attributes have to be examined to determine the period of validitl,, adding

additional complexity to the implementation of the query language, One disadvantage of using inten,al

timestamps thouglt, is that the second time value (end time) is not usually known when the timestamp is

created, and thus it is necessary to update this value at some later point in time. This requiLement for

update rvould eliminate the possibility of using a '"vrite-once storage device, such as optical disks (Abbod,

Brolvn and Nobie [i]), which can store large volumes of data at a lorver cost per byte than magnetic storage.

In most of the temporal data models, interval timestamps have been used and the write-once update pLoblem

has been eliminated by using'"vrite-once storage devices only fol data in rvhich both timestamp values are

known, The underlying assumption of the above discussion is that an attribute is atomic and tlie peliod of

validity of successive values of will not overlap.
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3,4.3 Schema Modifications

Another issue to consider when maintaining temporal data is the handling of modifications to the database

schema. Modifications to the database structure should still allorv access to historic data desclibed by 1þs

old schema, which is still historically valid.

As data evolves over time, there are several possible modifications that could be made to a database and

should be supported. These include the addition of new attributes, the change of a non-time varying

attribute to a time-varying one and vice versa, and the addition of nelv relations. The addition of nerv

reiations can cause problems if referential integrity is enforced by the DBMS and the ner,v relation is related

to existing relations. This problem can be further complicated if there is a time dimension associated lvith

the relations or the referential integrity rules.

Much less has been written on the evolution of database schemas than on temporal data, but fiom tlie

current literature, two approaches have been proposed. The first appoach, and more intuitive one, is to tleat

the database catalog itself as a temporal database (Dadum, Lum and Werner [14], Adiba and Quang [2],

Cliffotd and C¡oker [1i]). The database catalog is a collection of system relations used by rhe DBMS to

manage its objects, including the relations. Included in the catalog is the schema for the relations. When

the schema for a relation is modified, a new version of the schema is added to the catalog. When a query is

made against the data, in addition to checking to see if the tupls existed at the time in question, the lifespan

of the attribute is checked in the catalog to determine if it existed at the time required. In this approach,

deleted attributes ate never physically removed from a relation, only flom the schema definition in the

catalog. New tuples are assigned null values for the deleted attributes, and inserted into the same ph1,5is¿l

lelation.

A second approach has been proposed by Martin, Navathe and Ahmed [30]. fn this approach, rvhen a

relation is modified, a new relation with the new schema is cleated but none of the data from the previous
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\¡ersion of the relation is copied over. In order to access the data, a query ianguage has been deveioped

which transparently translates temporal queries against the current relation into queries against the current

and previous relations and combines the resulting tupies lvith the union operation to provide the solution

for the original query.

3.5 COMPARISON OF TEMPORAL DATA MODELS

Four approaches to developing a temporal data model have emerged in the current research, The approaches

have been grouped in this section by the modifications that have been made to the relational data model

rather than by the type of temporal data that is supported. The foul approaches are:

(1) the relational data model with time attributes added for application program use

(2) the relational data model with time attributes added for DBMS use

(3) the relational data model with non-first normal form relations

(4) a new data model mapped into the relational data model

In this section, the research based on these four approaches will be discussed and compaled, Each section

will introduce the proposed approach and then compare the specific models which use this method. In order

to compare the temporal data models, the following example relations, based on the Employee-Department

Entity Relationship model introduced in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.1), r.vill be presented in each of the data

models.

The EMP and DEPT relations store the data for the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT entities. No relation

is used to represent the EMPLOYEE/DEPARTMENT Lelationship since it is assumed that an employee is

assigned to one department at a time, and therefore, the department number can be added to the EMP

relation, The two relations with sample data at the initial state are shown in FiguLe 3.10. The example
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also includes a series ofupdate transactions to show evolution ofthe data over time (FiguLe 3.11).

FIGURE 3.10 EXAMPLE RELATIONS

Transaction Transaction Time Valid Time

1. Add EMPNO=0306

2. Update EMPNO=0305 to
POSITION='Analyst'
SALARY=33,000.00

3. Update EMPNO=0305 to
SALARY=30,000,00

4. Add EMPNO=0307

5. Delete EMPNO=0306

1990-01-01

1990-02-01

1 990-03-01

1 990-04-01

1 990-05-01

1990-01-01

1990-02-01

1990-02-01

1 990-09-01

1990-05-01

(retroactive)

(proactive)

FIGURE 3.11 EXAMPLE TRANSACTIONS

ÊMPNO EMPNAME POSITION SALARY BIRTHDATE DEPTNO

01 00
0605
0200
0300
0305

Adams
Thompson
Spencer
Jones
Brown

Manager
Clerk
DBA
Analyst
Programmer

50,000.00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00

1 933-05-01
1 969-08-04
1 963-09-09
1962-12-O7
1 966-08-08

400
400
400
400
400

DEPTNO DEPTNAME BUDGEf

400
800
c00

lnformation Systems
Personnel
Accounting

1,000,000.00
750,000.00
500,000.00
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3.5.1- The Relational Data Model With Time Attributes for Application Program Use

The first approach to developing a temporal data model is to build it "on top" of the existing relational

model. In this approach, tuple versioning is "implemented" by adding timestamp attributes to relations to

represent valid and/or transaction times. In this approach, the underlying DBMS is not modfied in any u'av

to interpret these time attributes as special attributes in order to manage the data, The manipulation of the

temporal data is done by adding application program code to translate temporal queries into the standard

queries on the underlying relations.

The reason for developing a dala model using this approach is to plovide a baseline for temporal database

research. Such a model will point out the shortcomings of using a conventional DBMS to support

temporal data, in terms of access methods, data structures and query processing algolithms. These models

ate not intended to be a final implementation of a temporal data model, but an interrnediate step in the

development of a fully integrated temporal DBMS.

The choice to build "on-top" of an existing relational DBMS, folces the use of tuple versioning. Recall

that attribute versioning requires the user of set-valued attributes, rvhich are not permitted in first normal

form relations,

One advantage of the "on-top" approach, and the initial objective of Abbod, Brown and Noble [1], rvas that

it may be possible to develop a temporal database front-end which can be easily ported to several DBMSs.

Another advantage of the "on-top" approach is that a temporal DBMS can be implemented quickly since it

rvill require no changes to the DBMS itseif. In effect, an additional layer of application program code, an

interface program, is placed between the user application program and the DBMS.

The major disadvantage of the "on-top" approach is perforrnance and consistency, Since the DBMS is not

ar,vare of which tuples are current and which are historic, all tuples u,ill be treated the same. Thus, as the
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number of tuples increase, the performance will degrade, simply because the size of the ¡elation and indexes

are growing. Assuming the timestamp is not part of the primary key, there rvill be multiple versions of a

tuple for a snapshot primary key, and conventional access methods and storage structures will quickly result

in inadequate performance. In addition, all program access to the data must manipulate the temporal data

consistently.

This approach to developing a temporal data model by adding time attlibutes to relations which are not

interpreted by the DBMS has been taken by (a) Snodgrass and Ahn, and (b) Abbod, Brorvn and Noble.

(A) Snodgrass and Ahn

Snodgrass l42l and Snodgrass and Ahn [43] have taken the approach of adding timestamps to a tuple in a

relation to essentially "embed" a temporal relation in a snapshot relation. Snodgrass [42] has proposed

several methods of embedding the temporal relation in the snapshot relation. The method chosen was to

append trvo attributes to each tuple, one for valid time and one for transaction time (Figure 3,12).

FIGURE 3.12 TEMPORAL RELATION (Snodgrass and Ahn)

In this model, a distinction has been made betrveen "event relations" and "interval r'elations". An "event

EMPNO POSITION SALARY VALID TIME TRANSACTION TIME

01 00
0300
0305
0305
0305
0306
0307

Manager
Analyst
Programmer
Analyst
Analyst
Programmer
Programmer

50,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00
33,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00

90-01-01:NOW
90-01-01:NOW
90-01-01: 90-02-01
90-02-01: NOW
90-02-01:NOW
90-01-01: 90-05-01
90-09-01: NOW

90-01-01:NOW
90-01-01:NOW
90-01-01:NOW
90-02-01: 90-03-01
90-03-01:NOW
90-0'f -01: 90-05-01
90-04-01:NOW



relation" contains data which describes discrete or event time sequences generated as a result of the

occurrences of instantaneous events, such as the number of automobiles sold per day by type of automobile,

In event relations, the timestamp attributes contain a single time value representing the time of the

occurrence of the event. "Interyal relations", on the other hand, contain data from a continuous or step-rvise

constant time sequence, such as the employee dala shorvn in Figure 3.L2. In interval relations, each time

attribute contains tr,vo time values, a start and stop time, to represent an interval.

Thus, Snodgrass has proposed a temporal data model representing a temporal database, suppolting l¡oth the

valid and transaction time dimensions.

(B) Abbod, Brown and Noble

Abbod, Brown and Noble [1] have also proposed a temporal data model buiit on top of an existing relational

model,

in their data model, each relation is augmented with a logical timestamp, a physical timestamp, a version

number, a correction number and explanation attributes to handle temporal data. (Figure 3.13).

FIGURE 3.13 SIS-BASE RELATiON (Abbod, Brorvn and Noble)

EMPNO POSITION SALARY LOGICAL
TIME

PHYSJCAL
TIME

VERS
NUM

CORR
NUM

EXPLAN

01 00
0300
0305
0305
0305
0306
0306
0307

Manager
Analyst
Programmer
Analyst
Analyst
Programmer
Programmer
Programmer

50,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00
33,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00
25.000.00

90-01-01
90-01-01
90-01-01
90-02-01
90-02-01
90-01-01
90-05-01
90-09-01

90-01-01
90-01-01
90-01-01
90-02-01
90-03-01
90-01-01
90-05-01
90-04-01

0
0

0

1

1

0
I

U

0

0

0
0

I

n

0

0

¿,,)

ó
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The logical and physical time attributes store the valid and transaction times respectivel¡r. Uniike

Snodgrass' model, rvhich may store time intervals in the timestamp attributes, the timestamps used here are

single time values indicating when the data in the tuple became valid, for both the logical and physical

timestamps. An end time has not been inciuded, since an update to the tuple would be required after it has

initially been written to the database. This makes it impossible to use a rvrite-once storage device to store

all current and historic data.

The version number is an integer value used to indicate the position of the tuple in the logical timestanp

(ie. historical) sequence of tuples. A "version update" then, is the addition of a new version to the "end" of

the database. Using the version numbers, a sequence of tupies can easil], be tlaversed in llistorical sequence

rvithout having to compare the logical timestamps stored in each tuple.

The correction number is used to indicate a sequence of corrections to a tuple as a result of correction

updates. When a correction update is made, a correction to an existing tuple is made by inserting a ner,v

tuple with the corrected data and a logical timestamp the same as the tuple being corrected.

The explanation field indicates which attribute has been changed. An indicator of lvhich attribute has

changed as a result of a version update is required in order to handle the propagation of correction updates to

subsequent versions. When a correction update modifies an attribute value, the new value must be

propagated to subsequent versions until the next time that attribute is changed by a version update.

Abbod, Bror,vn and Noble have implemented a temporal DBMS, called SIS-BASE, based on a modified

version of their temporal data model . The SIS-BASE system is built on INGRES and each relation is

augmented '"vith logical time, physical time, status, pointer and explanation attributes. The status field

indicates if this tuple is "initial" (the first in a series of logical versions), "terminal" (the last in a series of

logical versions) or "historical" (has a version preceeding and follovi'ing). The pointer attribute indentifies

the previous version of this tuple, This implementation does not support correction updates; each update is
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treated as the addition of a new version.

The SIS-BASE DBMS based on the temporal data model developed b), Abbod, Bror,r,n and Noble represents

a temporal database since both the logical (vaIid) and physical (transaction) dimensions of time are

supported.

Summary

In summary, two proposals have been made for implementing a temporal data model on top of the

unmodified relational data model. Both add valid and transaction timestamp attributes to the relations and

support temporal databases. Abbod, Brown and Noble [1] learned through the implementation of SIS-

BASE that adding data such as a version number, correction number and explanation field to each relation

simplified the manipulation of the tuples by eliminating the need to compare the logical timestamps for

each tuple when searching historical versions. In addition, their use of a version number and instant

timestamps allowed the use of write-once storage devices since a tuple u,as not modified after it was r,vritten.

The primary findings of Snodgrass and Ahn's prototype implementation \.vere in the area of the performance

of data access. They found that when the standard hashing and indexed access methods of INGRES were

used, performance degraded rapidly for both temporal and non-temporal queries as the number of historic

versions increased. They suggest nelv access methods would be required to improve performance.

3.5,2The Relational Data Model With Time Attributes for DBMS Use

The second approach to developing a temporal data model is similar to the previous approach in that tuple

versioning is used and is "implemented" by adding special time attributes to each tuple to support time

varying data. This maintains the relations in first normal form, Tlie approach differs fiom the plevious one
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in that the DBMS itself is now modified to interpret and manipulate the added tirne attributes, and the

application programs cannot directly update these timestamps. This appLoach is the basis of the temporal

data models developed by (a) Clifford and Warren, (b) Ariav, (c) Sarda, (d) CliffoLd and Croker, and (e)

Rowe and Stonebraker.

(A) Clifford and Warren

Clifford and Warren [12] have incorporated time into the relational data model to provide "historical

database" support by timestamping tuples. In their approach, tu'o attributes, STATE and EXISTS? are

added to each tuple, (Figure 3.14) These are special attributes which are interpreted and manipulated by the

DBMS, not directly by the application program,

The STATE attribute contains a timestamp indicating the time at whicll a particular snapshot of the r-elation

existed, The key of a relation in this model is the STATE attribute concatenated rvitli the oliginal primaly

key of the relation. In Figure 3.L4, the primary key is a concatenation of tlie STATE and EMPNO

attributes.

The EXISTS? attribute is a boolean attribute which has been added to create a "completed relation", A

"completed relation, is a collection of snapshot reiations in which each snapshot contains a tuple for every

primary key that existed in the entire history of the relation. The snapshot for each STATE rvill contain

the same number of tupies. The EXISTS? attribute is used to indicate if a tuple with a given primary key

logically existed at that time. If a tupie with a given primary key does not logically exist for some state,

the EXISTS? attribute wiil be false and all other attributes in the tuple rvill have a nuil value. For

example, Figure 3.14 indicates that employee0307 did not exist in the initial state but has been added at a

Iater time, The concept of EXISTS? has been added to allorv the model to provide the response that

employee 0307 did not work for the corporation at 1990-01-0L rather than thele is no such employee.
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STATE EXISTS EMPNO POSITION SALARY

90-01-01
90-01-01
90-01-01
90-01-01
90-01-01
90-02-01
90-02-01
90-02-01
90-02-01
90-02-01
90-03-01
90-03-01
90-03-01
90-03-01
90-03-01
90-04-01
90-04-01
90-04-01
90-04-01
90-04-01
90-05-01
90-05-01
90-05-01
90-05-01
90-05-01

1

1

1

I

0
1

1

1

I

0
1

1

1

1

0

1

I

1

1

1

'l

1

1

0
1

01 00
0300
0305
0306
0307
01 00
0300
0305
0306
0307
01 00
0300
0305
0306
0307
01 00
0300
0305
0306
0307
01 00
0300
0305
0306
0307

Manager
Analyst
Programmer
Programmer

Manager
Analyst
Analyst
Programmer

Manager
Analyst
Analyst
Programmer

Manager
Analyst
Analyst
Programmer
Programmer
Manager
Analyst
Analyst

Programmer

50,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00
25,000.00

50,000.00
29,000.00
33,000.00
25,000.00

50,000.00
29,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00

50,000.00
29,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00
50,000.00
29,000.00
30,000.00

25,000.00

FIGURE 3.1.4 "HISTORICAL" RELATION (CliffoLd and War.ren)

Clifford and Warren do not suggest an implementation for their model but realize that directly

implementing the fuily specified "completed relation" would be very redundant and impractical.

Clifford and Warren's temporal data model supports only a single time dimension rvith the STATE

attribute. No specification is made of the type of timestamp that the STATE attribute contains, either a

valid or transaction time, so it is not possible to ciassify these relations as either historical or rollback

relations.
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(B) Ariav

Earlier in this chapter, the historical relation was represented pictorially as a three dimensional cube rvhere

the rows and columns are the first two dimensions of the relation and time is the third dimension (Figure

3.6), In Ariav's [7] "Temporally Oriented Data Model" or TODM, the data cube is used as the basic

construct of his temporai data model.

In the TODM, a tuple may contain one or more "time-related attributes" (TRAs), vvhich contain time reÌated

data, For example, the BIRTHDATE in the example EMP relation is a TRA. TRAs of this type have

previously been referred to as user-defined time attributes, A particuiar TRA can also be defined as a "time-

stamp attribute" (TSA), which is to be interpreted by the DBMS eitlier as a transaction time or valid time

to support time-varying data.

Each tuple in the TODM has a special time-stamp attribute r,vhich stores the transaction tirne, ALiav calls

this attribute the "recording time" (RT) and it is generated autornatically r.vhen a tuple is stored in a lelation.

In Ariav's model, it is possible to have additional time-stamp attributes to record the valid time associated

with the data in a tuple. Thus, Ariav's TODM represents a temporal database.

A unique aspect of Ariav's TODM is its flexibility in defining tlie number of timestamps required. In

addition to the transaction time which is always associated with a tuple, it is possible to have additional

time-stamp attributes representing additional time dimensions in a tuple. Ariai, makes no restrictior.t on fhe

number of timestamp attributes in a tuple, but since a tuple will be generated as a result of a single event,

generally there can only be a single transaction and valid time associated u,ith it (FiguLe 3.15a). Ariav has

proposed a situation where multiple timestamp attributes may be used. In the example, a rvork order
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EMPNO POSITION SALARY VALID TIME RECORDING TIME

01 00
0300
0305
0305
0305
0306
0307

Manager
Analyst
Programmer
Analyst
Analyst
Programmer
Programmer

50,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00
33,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
25.000.00

90-01-01:NOW
90-01-01:NOW
90-01-01: 90-02-01
90-02-01: NOW
90-02-01: NOW
90-01-01: 90-05-01
90-09-01:NOW

90-01-01:NOW
90-01-01: NOW
90-01-01: NOW
90-02-01: 90-03-01
90-03-01: NOW
90-01-01: 90-05-01
90-04-01: NOW

FIGURE 3.15a TEMPORALLY ORIENTED DATA MODEL (ALiav)

representing maintenance to an airplane may have associated with it timestamps lecording the time the work

rvas performed, the time work rvas inspected and the time the vvork order rvas entered in the database (ie. the

transaction time), In this case, the time the work lvas performed and the inspection times represent two

valid timestamps associated with the work order.

The "data cube" in the TODM is a collection of snapshot relations ordered by a timestamp attribute. The

cube in this model is conceptually arranged in such a way that nelv versions of tuples are placed above the

preceeding version for that same primary key (Figure 3.15b). In this."vay, it is possible to vierv the

recorded history of a tuple by taking a vertical slice of the cube, This implies that the order of the tuples in

the relation must remain fixed so that corresponding tuples lvill align in the cube data structure. This is in

contradiction to the definition of a relation which states that a relation is an unordeled set of tuples. Ariav

justifies this by saying that the order of the tuples in the relation does not matter, as iong as they remain in

that order over time.

The versions of tuples in a relation in this model are by default ordered by the transaction time. Aliav also

allows the definition of a type of vier.v on the data cube lvhich presents selected tuples from the cube ordeled

by a timestamp attribute other than the transaction time. Ariav calls this type of view a "temporal
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interpretation with respect to T", where T is a timestamp attribute. This type of view still presents the data

in a data cube form. A vielv on the data cube allows the definition of a "sub-cube" of the original data cube,

presented in an alternate time sequence.

EMPNO SALARY

01 00
0605
0200
0300
0305

50,000.00
21,000.00
30,000.00
29,000.00
30.000.00

ËMP

o1 0l
o6ol
020(
030(
030{
030(

EMF

29,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00

EMP 0201

030r

030r

030i

29,000.00
26,000.00
25.000.00:fl 90/01

020(
030(
030{

30,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00

90/05/01

90102101

101

Valid Time

8911213

FIGURE 3.1.5b "DATA CUBE" BASED ON VALID TIME (Ariav)

(C) Sarda

The temporal data model developed by Sarda 135,36,371 also extends the relational data model by

timestamping tuples to support historic data. Sarda states that it is important to maintain normalized

relations in the temporal data model to achieve data independence and control redundancl'. By tirnestamping

tuples of normalized relations, first normai form is maintained. A second leason presented by SaLda for
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timestamping at the tuple level is that conceptuall¡', the tuple is the logical unit of manipulation by the

query languages. The state of a tuple is the value of ali its attributes at a point in time, therefore,

timestamping should be done at the tuple level.

The timestamp used in this model is an interval timestamp representing the period of time a tuple is r,alid.

This timestamp is intended to be a "real-world" or valid time, not the time of the update transaction (Figure

3.16), Sarda has based the decision to record only a valid timestamp on the assumption tltat this is the time

the users are most interested in, and the difference between transaction and real world time is negligible,

Since this data model is based on valid timestamps, retroactive and future updates are allowed, based on the

time period specified in the UPDATE statement.

EMPNO POSITION SALARY PERIOD

01 00
0300
0305
0305
0306
0307

Manager
Analyst
Programmer
Analyst
Programmer
Programmer

50,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
25.000.00

90-01-01:NOW
90-01-01: NOW
90-01-01: 90-02-01
90-02-01:NOW
90-01-01: 90-05-01
90-09-01: NOW

FIGURE 3.16 HISTORICAL RELATION (Sarda)

Thus, Sarda's temporal data model supports only historical relations since only a single time dimension, the

"real world" or valid time, is maintained.

(D) Clifford and Croker

Clifford and Croker [11] have extended the relational data model to support temporal data based on the

concept of "lifespans", A "lifespan" is defined as a set of time periods, not necessarily contiguous, in
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which information is stored about an entity. The concept of lifespans is considered important in a historical

database since an entity may be "reincarnated" at some point. For example, a fired employee may be rehired

al a laler point in time.

The lifespan of a tuple with a given primary key in a relation is maintained by timestamping tuples with a

timestamp attribute (Figure 3.17). Whether the timestamp attribute is a time point or time intelval is not

specifed. in Clifford and Croker's data model a tupie with a given primary key exists for each point in the

lifespan of the tuple. In Figure 3.L7, employee 0100 has a lifespan of 90-01-01 to 90-05-01, and has a

tuple for each point in time in this lifespan. This is similar to Clifford and Warren's completed relation

[12], but once again, this is not intended to be implemented in this manner.

EMPNO POSITION SALARY TIMESTAMP

01 00
0305
0306
01 00
0305
0306
01 00
0305
0306
01 00
0305
0306
01 00
0305
0306

Manager
Programmer
Programmer
Manager
Analyst
Programmer
Manager
Analyst
Programmer
Manager
Analyst
Programmer
Manager
Analyst
Programmer

50,000.00
26,000.00
25,000.00
50,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
50,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
50,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
50,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00

90-01-01
90-01-01
90-01-01
90-02-01
90-02-01
90-02-01
90-03-01
90-03-01
90-03-0 1

90-04-01
90-04-01
90-04-01
90-05-01
90-05-01
90-05-01

FIGURE 3.17 HISTORICAL RELATIONAL DATA MODEL (CliffoLd and Croker)

Also considered by Clifford and Croker in modelling the lifespan of the entity, is the lifespan of the

associated database schema which defines the entity. Schemas can evolve over time and this must be



recorded and incorporated into the modelling of the entity lifespan. To handle this, attributes in the schema

are timestamped. Thus, in order to find the value of an attribute in a tuple, the DBMS must check if the

tuple existed at that time in addition to determining if the attribute existed in the schema at tl'ìat point in

time,

Clifford and Croker's temporal data model supports only a single dimension of time, the valid time, and

thus represents a historical database. This data modei though, also provides an approach to supporting time

varying schemas in addition to supporting temporal data.

(E) Rowe and Stonebraker

Rowe and Stonebraker [33] and Stonebraker [44] have discussed in detail the POSTGRES data model and its

underlying storage system. The POSTGRES DBMS has been designed with the primar¡, pulpose of

extending the relational model to support abstract data types. An additional feature incorporated into the

system is the retention of historic data by the DBMS. The POSTGRES query language has also been

extended to support queries on the historic data.

The POSTGRES data model maintains historic data by timestamping records (tuples) with a transaction

time interval. This is done by adding the attributes TMIN and TMAX to indicate when the record was

inserted and when it was deleted, respectively (Figure 3.18). These timestamp attributes are transparent to

the application program and are manipulated only by POSTGRES. No retroactive or ploactive updates ale

allorved on the historic data.

Since only a single time dimension, the transaction time, is supported, the POSTGRES data model

supports roliback relations only.
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EMPNO POSITION SALARY TMIN TMAX

01 00
0300
0305
0305
0305
0306
0307

Manager
Analyst
Programmer
Analyst
Analyst
Programmer
Programmer

50,000.00
29,000.00
26,000.00
33,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00
2s,000.00

90-01-01
90-01-01
90-01-01
90-02-01
90-03-01
90-01-01
90-04-01

90-03-01

90-05-01

FIGURE 3.18 POSTGRES DATA MODEL (Ror.ve and Stonebraker)

Summary

The majority of research on the development of a temporal data model has modified the relational data modei

to suppofi timestamped tuples, as described in the previous five proprosals. This is most likely because

first normal form relations are maintained, which in turn simplifies the extension of the query and

manipulation languages already based on first normal form reiations. Of the temporal data models based on

timestamped tuples, only one (Ariav [7]) supports temporal relations using both valid and transaction

times. The other temporal data models support either a single valid or transaction timestamp, and one does

not specify the nature of timestamp (C1ifford and Warren [12]). Since these data models are based on

timestamp manipulation by the DBMS, which require modifications to the DBMS, only one of the models,

POSTGRES, has actually been implemented. (Rowe and Stonebraker [33]).
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3.5.3 The Relational Data Model With Non-First Normal Form Relations

The extension of the relational data model to support non-first normal form relations (inclr"rding nested

relations) is a third approach which has been used in the development a temporal data model, The support

of non-fi¡st normal form relations permits attribute versioning to be used. This approach to deveioping a

temporal data modei has been taken by (a) Gadia, (b) Tansel and (c) Tansel and Garnett.

(A) Gadia

Gadia 123,24] states that the definition of a tuple, the basic unit of manipuiation in a lelational database

system, should be as flexible as possible so that a tuple and its history can be manipulated as a single unit.

Therefore, rather than allowing a single value for each attribute of a tuple, as in the standard relational

model, Gadia has proposed that an attribute be assigned a set of values which represent the history of

assigned values. In order to support such a model, Gadia has developed a temporal data model based on

non-first normal form reiations.

In Gadia's data model, a "temporal relation" is a collection of "temporal tuples", rvhere each tuple is a

collection of attributes called "temporal elements". Each "temporal element" is a set of data value/time

interyal pairs. The resulting relation is in non-first normal form (Figure 3.19a).

Gadia has defined the "temporal domain" of an attribute as the union of all the time intervals of the

value/time interval pairs for the attribute. The restriction placed on Gadia's present definition of his

temporal data model is that the temporal domains of all the attributes in a tuple must be the same. The

tuple is said to be "homogenous" if this property is true. The temporal domains can differ from tuple to

tuple, though. The homogenity restriction permits a snapshot relation, a vierv of the temporal relation at a

particular point in time, to be extracted from the non-first normal form relation and this snapshot relation
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EMPNO POSITION SALARY

01 00
0300
030s

0306
0307

Manager [90-01-01:NOW]
Analyst [90-01-01: NOW]
Programmer [90-01-01: 90-02-01]
Analyst [90-02-01: NOW]
Programmer [90-01-01: 90-05-01]
Programmer [90-09-01: NOW]

50,000.00 [90-01-01: NOW]
29,000.00 [90-01-01: NOW]
26,000.00 [90-01 -01: 90-02-01]
30,000.00 [90-02-01:NOW]
25,000.00 [90-01-01:90-05-01]
25,000.00 [90-09-01:NOW]

FIGURE 3.19a TEMPORAL RELATION (Gadia)

will have no null valued attributes (Figure 3.19b). The homogenity restriction is piaced on the initial

definition of the modei since the fact that no nulls are involved in the snapshots simplifies the definition of

the relational operations. Gadia states that the "snapshot can be considered as the basic building block" of

this model and these snapshots are in first normal form.

EMPNO POSITION SALARY

01 00
0300
0305
0306

Manager
Analyst
Analyst
Programmer

50,000.00
29,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00

FIGURE 3.19b SNAPSHOT AT 1990-02-15 FROM TEMPORAL RELATION (Gadia)

Not permitting null values places a severe restriction on the model and Gadia has stated that tlie homogenity

restriction must be relaxed to support data in which the time domains for all attlibutes are not the same. In

a temporal data model rvith the homogenity restriction lifted, attLibutes may have null values for some time

intervals. This extension, Gadia states, is necessary to model leal-lvorld data and is part of the futule r,vork

on this data model.
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The temporal data model described by Gadia does not model temporal databases since only a single

dimension of time is maintained. Gadia does not specify whether this time dimension represents transaction

or valid time, so the relations can be either rollback or liistorical.

(B) Tansel

Tansel [45], like Gadia, has based his temporal data model on non-first normal form relations. In Tansel's

data model, the attributes in a relation are timestamped with a time intervai indicating the period of time in

which the value is valid. Tansel argues that attribute versioning is preferred to tuple versioning since the

majority of update operations affect only a subset of tlie attributes in a tuple, and it is only for these

attributes that a new version should be created. When tuple versioning is used, even unchanged attributes

are duplicated in each version ofthe tuple.

Tansel has chosen, like Gadia, a time intelval rather that a time point as tlie timestamp. (FiguLe 3.20) This

is done to simplify the reiational algebra. If time points, representing the time the r,alue became valid,

were chosen, then to determine the period of validity for a value during query processing, tvvo successive

attribute values and their timestamps would have to be examined.

Attributes in Tansel's data model can be one of four types: "atonric", "set-valued", "tLiplet-valued" and "set-

triplet-valued", Atomic and set-valued attributes are not time related. Atomic attributes are those which can

contain a single value which does not vary over time. A set-valued attribute is one lvhich can be assigned a

set of atomic values. These sets of atomic values can be added to or updated but the time is not lecorded.

Triplet-valued and set-triplet-valued attributes are the timestamped equivaients of atomic and set-r,alued

attributes. In these attributes, the triplet consists of the data value, either atomic or set-valued, along lvitlr
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EMP

NO

POSITION SALARY DELETE

TIME

01 00
0300
0305

0306
0307

Manager [90-01-01: NOW]
Analyst [90-01-01: NOW]
Programmer [90-01-01: 90-02-01]
Analyst [90-02-01: NOW]
Programmer [90-01-01: 90-05-01]
Programmer [90-09-01: NOW]

50,000.00 [90-01-01: NOW]
29,000.00 [90-01-01: NOW]
26,000.00 [90-01 -01 : 90-02-01]
30,000.00 [90-02-01:NOW]
25,000.00 [90-01-01 : 90-05-01]
25,000.00 [90-09-01:NOW]

l0-05-01

FiGURE 3.20 TEMPORAL RELATION (Tansel)

the interval start and end time. Tansel has also allowed for time varying attributes in which the timestamps

of successive values can overlap. As an example, this r,vould be the case for an employee rvith assignments

to two projects, and one project begins before the previous one has completed.

While the update operation generally affects a subset of the attributes in a tuple, the delete operation deletes

an entire tuple from a relation. To handle the deiete operation, a delete time is added as an attribute of the

entire tuple to indicate the time at which the tuple was deleted.

Tansel's temporal data model represents either a rollback or historical database since only a single tirne

dimension is supported. Tansel claims that the iesulting data model is flexible because different attributes

types (ie. temporal and non-temporal, set valued and atomic) can co-exist in the same relation, and that the

three-dimensional, non-first normal form view of the relation is maintained at the user level.

(C) Tansel and Garnett

Tansel and Garnett l47l have proposed a slight variation to the temporal data model proposed by Tansel

[a6], The variations suggested are in the concept of "temporal atoms' and in the use of nested relations.
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A "temporal atom" consists of a data value, atomic or set-valued, and a "temporal set", a set of non-

overlapping time intervals, denoting the time periods over which the data value is valid. A tempolal atom

is similar to one or more of Tansel's previously defined "triplets" [46] except that common triplet values are

pulled out into a single vaiue and the time intervals grouped together. A second difference from the triplet

attribute type is that there is no support for overlapping time intervals.

A second new feature of this temporai data model is that an attribute in a relation can be a tempolal atoln or

another relation, which in turn can contain more temporal atoms or relations. Non-time varying attributes

in this data model are also defined as temporal atoms with a single time interval representing the entire life

of data in the relation. The history of an attribute then, is simply a collection of temporal atoms.

Thus, the temporal data model proposed by Tansel and Garnett is similar to attribute timestamping in

Tansel's model [46] except that the concept of "temporal atoms" is introduced and some of the attributes in

the relations can be other relations.

Summary

In summary, only three data models have proposed using tirnestamped attributes and non-first nolmal forrr

relations to support time-varying data. The models developed by Tansel [46] and Tansel and Garnett [47]

differ only in that the later replaces a triplet attribute with the more flexibly defined temporal atom and that

nested att¡ibutes are permitted. In comparing Tansei's data model to the data model developed by Gadia

[23,24], both have the same view of the data as a three dimensional structure based on non-filst normal

form relations, The filst difference between these temporal data models is that Tansel has associated a delete

timestamp with an entire tuple where Gadia has not. This makes it much easier to detect deleted tupies in

Tansel's model, which simplifies the manipulation fo the tuples by the DBMS, since the temporal domain
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of the tuple does not have to be determined. A second r'vay in rvhich these data models differ is in the u,ay

they manipuiate the non-first normal form temporal relations. Gadia extracts snapshots, or static relations,

from the non-first normal form reiations and then performs operations on each snapshot, rvhile Tansel first

nol'malizes the non-first normal form relation, and then applies the standard relational algebra operations.

The manipulation of these temporal data models will be discussed further in the follor.i'ing chapter. In all of

the data models, only a single dimension of time is supported and the nature of the timestamp, \/alid or

transaction time, has not been specified. None of these temporal data models has been implemented, likely

since research on non-first normal form relations is still in its infancy.

3.5.4 A Temporal Specific Data Model

The development of a data model based solely on temporal data is the fourth approach to deriving a temporal

data model. Shoshani and l(awagoe [40] and Segev and Shoshani [39] have taken this approach to develop

a new temporal data model based on the concept of "time sequences".

Shashani and l{awagoe have approached the development of the temporal data model independent of any

existing logical data models (ie. relational), The relationship between time and data was fiLst examined at a

conceptual levei, and then a data model was developed to support the temporal data. After developing the

temporai data model, a mapping into the relational data modei r,r,as proposed. This approach to developing a

temporal data model differs from the previous three in that the previous approaches have extended the

relational model to support temporal data rather than developing a data model based on tempolal data.

From their examination of time and data, Shoshani and l(awagoe have developed the concept of "time

sequences". A "time sequence" (TS) is a collection of time/attribute value pairs for a primary key. A

primary key is an attribute or attributes which uniquely identify a time sequence. For exampie, consider the

time sequence shotvn in Figure 3.21a representing the salary progression for an employee. In this case, the
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primary key attribute is the EMPNO, and SALARY is the temporal attribue. Ail like time sequences can

be combined together to form a "time sequence array" (TSA) or "time sequence collection". This can be

depicted conceptually as in Figure 3.21b, where each row in the matrix is a time sequence.

EMPNO SALARY TRANSACTION TIME

0305 26,000.00
33,000.00
30,000.00

1990-01-01
1 990-02-01
1990-03-01

FIGURE 3.21a TIME SEOUENCE

TRANSACTION TIME

1990-01-01 1990-02-01 1990-03-01 1990-04-01

01 00

0605

0200

EMPNO OsOO

0305

0306

0307

FIGURE 3.21b TIME SEQUENCE COLLECTION

Whether or not a value exists in the TSA for a primary key at a given point in time depends on the

properties of the data modeiied by the time sequence. For example, the time sequences in Figure 3.21b are

step-wise constant, which implies that the salary of an employee remains constallt betr,veen points r,r,here

50,000.00

21,000.00

30,000.00

29,000.00

26,000.00

25,000.00

33,000.00 30,000.00

25,000.00
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the data is recorded. By examining time sequence data in terms of the properties of regularity, type,

static/dynamic and the time unit, a uniform way of modelling, manipulating and physically storing

temporal data can be developed.

The time sequence and time sequence aÍray are the data structures of Shoshani and I(arvagoe's temporal data

model. As will be seen in the chapter on temporal data manuipulation languages, a new set of operations

have been developed that manipute entire time sequences and time sequence arrays. This approach has also

resulted in the development of efficient storage structures and access methods based on the type of time

sequence array being stored.

The example presented in Figure 3.21 is a simple time sequence collection with a single primar¡'key

attribute (EMPNO), time value (transaction time), and temporal attribute value (SALARY). Segev and

Shoshani [39] also propose complex time sequence coilections r,vith composite primary keys (ie. multiple

attributes form the primary key), multiple time values or multiple timestamp att¡ibutes. A time sequence

collection with a composite primary key can be used to model the lelationship betr,veen trvo entities. In the

example data model, an EMPDEPT relation with the primary key attributes, EMPNO and DEPTNO, could

have been used to relate employees to departments. A time sequence coilection with multiple timestamp

values is one which records more that one dimension of time for an attlibute. Such a collection ma¡, þs

recording valid and transaction time, making it a temporal database. A time sequence collection u,ith

multiple temporal attributes is used to record the values of several temporal attributes at the same point in

time. As an example, it may have been defined in the EMP relation, that the SALARY and POSITION

attributes will always change at the same time and their values should be recorded togetller.

Thus, Shoshani and l(arvagoe, and Segev and Shoshani have developed a tempolal data model rvhich is not

based on the relational or any other data model, but rather on the concept of time sequence collections.

Operatols have been developed to manipulate entire time sequences and time seqlrence collections, Since the

data model rvas developed by first examining the time data relationship rathel than attempting to base it on
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an existing model, it has the flexibility to support temporal data with valid and/or transaction time

dimensions. Current research with this model involves mapping it into an existing data model, if possible,

and extending the operators to handle composite primary keys, multiple timestamp values and multiple

temporal attributes.

In terms of mapping the model to an existing data model, Segev and Shoshani have proposed using the

relational model. The proposal suggests using a relation with three columns to represent a time sequence

collection. This relation would have one column for each primary key, time and attribute value. The tirne

sequence collection shown in Figure 3.21b could be mapped into a relation'"vith the columns as in Figure

3.21a, having three rows for employee number 0305. This mapping to the relational model has been used

by Segev and Gunadhi [38] in their discussion of the event-join operation and optimization in temporal

databases. This mapping may not be ideal though, since all properties (ie. type, regularity, Iifespan) of the

time sequence collection are not easily represented, but must be maintained in order to perfornl interpolation

and manipulation of the data. Thus, a special "temporal relation" may have to be developed to suppolt this.

3.6 SUMMARY

In this cllapter, several proposals for a temporal data modei have been examined and many irnportant

concepts and properties of temporal data introduced. Four basic approaches have been proposed fol

developing a temporal data model. Those approaches are a) to build a temporai data model "on top" of the

relational model, b) to modify the relational model to support tuple versioning, c) to modify the relational

model to support attribute versioning, and d) to build a temporal specific data model. Collectively, the data

models have introduced many features to be included in a temporal data model.

Building a temporal data model "on top" of the relational model requires no modification of the supporting

DBMS. The only modifications required are the addition of timestamp attributes to each relation and of an
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interface program to transiate the temporal queries into queries against the underlying relations. This

approach is not truly developing a temporal data model but simply an application of the lelation data model

to support temporal data,

The approaches based on tupie and attribute timestamping have actually proposed modifications to the

relational data model to support temporal data. In the relational data model, the tuple is the basic unit of

manipulation. Thus, to support temporal data, successive versions of the tuple must be maintained or the

definition of the tupie modified to maintain successive versions of the temporai attributes. Temporal data

models based on botli have been proposed, though the use of tuple \/ersioning is mole comrron

172,7,35,36,3'/,11,,331. This is likely because the resulting temporal data model remains in first normal

form, which simplifies the extension of the data manipulation language already based on first normal folm

relations. The temporal data models supporting attribute versioning 123,24,46) are based on non-first

normal form relations, which are not supported in the relational data model. The non-first normal form

temporal data models are equal in terms of flexibility and more closeiy model the characteristics of time

varying attributes,

The temporal specific data model 139,401based on time sequence collections is the best temporal dara model

approach since it was developed to specifically support this type of data, while the other approaches attempt

to fit temporal data into an existing model. For this reason though, this temporal data model ma¡, 5. th.

most difficult to implement since it is not built on an existing DBMS. A proposal for mapping this model

into the relational data model has been proposed, but this does not capture all the meaning associated r.vitlr

the time sequence collections.

The dimensions of time supported in the data model are quite important. The transaction time is not

updatable by the user since it reflects the commit time of an operation on the data. Though not as

important to the user, the transaction time dimension is important to the database administrator as a

recovely point for the data. The valid time, though, is the more important time dimension to tlie usel'since
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it represents the time the data became valid in the "real world". Valid timestamps can also be modified by

retroactive and proactive updates. The data model proposed by Ariav [7] even allows the association of

multiple valid time dimensions with a tuple, even though it is not apparent that this rvould be very useful.

Most temporal data models support vaiid, or valid and transaction times rather than strictly transaction time.

The timestamps used in the temporal data models represent time instants or time intervals. A time interval

is preferred since it allorvs a query to determine the entire period of validity of a temporal version r,vithout

having to examine successive versions. The disadvantage of time intervals though, is that an update to the

time interval is required after it has been created in order to update the end time. This complicates the use of

write-once storage device for historic data. When attribute versioning is used, the temporal domain of the

tuple is important since it is the union of the periods of validity of the individual attributes. Since a delete

operation affects the entire tuple, in Tansel's [46] temporal data model, a delete time is associated vvith the

entire tuple to easiiy identify deleted tuples.

A final important feature of a temporal data model is the ability to support time-varying schemas.

Invariably, user data requirements will change over time and modifications to the schema will be required.

Two approaches have been proposed to support this, The first is to make the database catalog a temporal

database itself to maintain versions of the schema l1-4,2,L1l. Queries on the data then must not only

deterrnine if the tuple was valid, but also if the attlibute existed in the schema at that time, A second

approach [30], is to create a new relation when a schema is modified and then have the query language

translate temporal queries into queries on the cur¡ent and prior relations and combine the tuples from each to

give the final result.

A temporal data model consists not only of the data structures as described in this chaptel, but also the data

language required to access and manipulate the data structures. The tempolal data language will be discussed

in the Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 rvill cover the physical implementation of the proposed ternporal data

structures.
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4. TEMPORAL DATA LANGUAGE

4.I iNTRODUCTION

The second part of a data model is the set of operators to define and manípulate the data stluctures of the

model. The data language component of the tempolal data model rnust also be enhanced to support

tempotal data. A data language supporting temporal data will be r-efelled to as a temporal data language.

The data language component of a data model is coraprised of the data defintion language, the data

manipulation language and the data control language. The data contlol language, used to autholize access to

the data, has not been enhanced in any ofthe research levierved and will not be discussed in this chapter.

In genelal, a temporal data language should a) allow a lelation to be defined as a snapshot, r'ollback,

historical or temporal relation, b) allow the definition of constant and time valying attributes u'itliin a

particular relation if selective versioning of attlibutes is permitted, and c) allow for the quelying and

manipulation of tlie temporal data over the time dimension.

Just as there are several approaches to developing a temporal data model, thele ale sevelal varied appLoaches

to extending the lelational operators and languages to support tempolal data. The intent of this chaptel is to

outline the enhancements to the higher level query languages (ie. SQL) u,here possible, and in models

rvhele such extensions are not presented, discuss enhancements at the relational algebla level. The folmal

ser¡antics of the languages and the formal relational algebla and calculus definítions to suppolt the enhanced

relational operatols rvill not be described in detail.

The discussion of temporal data languages is organized as follols. Section 4.2 plesents the data definition
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language enhancements to permit the definition of snapshot, r'ollback, histolical and temporai lelations.

Temporal data nanipulation languages are covered in section 4.3, This discussion includes ternpolal

enhancements for relational aigebra and existing relational languages (ie, QUEL, SQL), and an introduction

to a new tempolal data manipulation language for time sequences and time sequence collections. When a

temporal query is made against an attribute stoling continuous data, the value of tlie attlibutes at a time not

explicitly recorded in the database may be requested. In these situations, a function is lequired to determine

this value. These functions are called derivation and approximation functions and are intloduced in Section

¿. ¿.

4.2 TEMPORAL DATA DEFINITION LANGUAGE

The literature on temporal data languages concentrates primalily on data manipulation language

enhancements, rather than the relatively straightforward extensions to the data definition langage (DDL), In

order to support tempolal relations, the DDL must specify whetliel the relation is a snapshot, r'oliback,

historical or temporal relation and allow for selective versioning of attlibutes if it is suppolted in the model.

Snodglass [42] has outiined DDL extensions to the QUEL CREATE statenent ro peu'nit the definition of

the different temporal lelation types, The DDL in FiguLe 4.1 defines the sample EMP relation as a

temporal lelation. The keyword PERSISTENT is specifed on the CREATE stateurent to add the

I'tlansaction time" dimension to the relation when defining a lollback or temporal relation. The keyri,olds

INTERVAL or EVENT are specified on the CREATE to add the valid tine dimension to relations, either as

an interval or as a time instant. These keywords are used rvhen defining histolical ol temporal relations.

Note that the transaction time is always specified as a time intelval in order to indicate when the tuple is

inselted and deleted, The valid time, on the other hand, can be a time intelval or time instant, depending on
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the nature of the data being modelled.

OREATE PERSTSTENT TNTERVAL EMp( EMpNO = t4

EMPNAMË = C2O

POSITION = C10

SALARY = P7.2

DEPTNO = C3

BIRTHDATE = C10)

FIGURE 4.1 DDL TO DEFINE TEMPORAL RELATION "EMP" (SnodgLass)

Salda [36,37] has extended the SQL CREATE statement to define the liistolical relations based on

tiraestamped tuples permitted in his data model (Figure 4.2). The keywold STATE is used to specify a

historical relation with interval timestamps, The keyrvord EVENT could be specified in place of STATE to

recold event data using instant timestamps, The WITH TIME clause is used to specify the glanularity of

the timestamps,

CREATE STATE TABLE EMP ( EMPNO

EMPNAME CHAR(20)

POS|T|ON CHAR(10)

SALARY DECTMAL(7,2)

DEPTNO CHAR(3)

BTRTHDATE CHAR(10) )

WITH TIME GRANULARITY OF YEAR:MONTH:DAY

FIGURE 4.2 DDL TO DEFINE HISTORICAL RELATION "EMP" (SaLda)

Both of these versions of temporal DDL support tempolal data urodels based on tuple velsior.ring. No

examples of selective attribute versioning are available since no temporal DDL has been presented for tlie

temporal data models based on attribute versioning.
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4.3 TEMPORAL DATA MANIPULATION LANGUAGE

The data manipulation language can be consideled to have two components, a query component and an

update component. All research regarding extensions to the data manipulation language to support temporal

data, covers extensions to the quely component to a greater extent than extensions to the update

component. Tllis is likely because the number of valiations of tenipor:a1 updates ale much ferver than those

of temporal queries, in u,hich many valiations are possible. Fol this leason, this chapter u,ill focus

plimarily on temporal queries, and discuss ternporal updates only rvhele they have been proposed.

Thele are two general types of queries over the time dimension, The first retrieves a tuple or attribute value

at a particular point in time, Fol example, "what rvas Jones'salaly at 1990-02-1,5?". The second

manipulates a sequence of values for a tuple or attlibute over time. For exanple, "\l,hat u,as Jones' salal'),

history duling 1.990". These have been telmed "as of" and "u,alk thlough time" quelies (Dadum, Lum,

WerneL [14]). Using the image of a time oriented relation rvith a single tirne diurension as a three-

dimensional cube rvith time as the thiLd dimension, "as of" quelies manipulate a singie veltical "slice" of a

relation where "walk-through-time" queries manipulate a sequence of vertical slices.

The following sections of this chapter rvill outline the ploposed enhancements to the lelational opelations

and quer)¡ languages to support access to time oriented data, glouped accolding to the follou,ing:

(1) enhancements to the basic relational algebla opelations

(2) enhancements to liigher level lelational languages such as QUEL and SQL

(3) neiv temporal data manipulation languages
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4.3,1, Enhanced Relational Algebras

The first approach to providing access to temporal data involrres the enhanceurent of the basic lelational

algebra operations (ie. SELECT, PROJECT and JOIN).

The standard SELECT operator selects a horizontal subset of a snapshot lelation, a group of tuples, based

on attribute values witliin the tuples. The standard PROJECT operatol ploduces a velticai subset of a

snapshot relation by selecting only certain attributes of a relation from all tuples. Tempolal enhancements

at this level have extended the SELECT and PROJECT operators to function ovel a time diurension, in

addition to adding entirely new operations to manipulate the time dimension of the data. The standaLd JOIN

operator is used to combine trvo relations ovel a conrnlon attribute. The JOIN opelator in the tempolal data

model has been extended to join tuples ovel both the attlibute and time dir.nensions in tlie same opelation.

The basic leiational algebla operators, SELECT, PROJECT and JOiN, folm the basis of sorne of the higheL

level data manipulation languages such as SQL. Extensions at the relational algebla level have been

ploposed by (a) CliffoLd and Cloker, and (b) Gadia and Tansel.

(A) CliffoLd and Croker

Ciifford and Croker [11] have proposed query language extensions to support temporal data only at tlie

ielational algebra level. This has been done by augmenting the basic operations of SELECT and JOIN, in

addition to adding nerv operations, such as TIME-SLICE and V/HEN, rvhich opelate solely in the time

dimension,
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EMPNO POSITION SALARY TIMESTAMP

0305
0305
0305
0305
0305

Programmer
Analyst
Analyst
Analyst
Analyst

26,000.00
30,000.00
30,000,00
30,000,00
30,000.00

90-01-01
90-02-01
90-03-01
90-04-01
90-05-01

FIGURE 4.3a SELECT-IF( EMPN=0305 AND POSITiON=PROGRAMN4ER)

The SELECT operation has been extended to a SELECT-IF and a SELECT-WHEN. The SELECT-IF

operation selects tuples fiom a relation where the selection criteria is matched for an attribute at any point

in time, and ploduces a result relation comprising the selected tuples and tlieir entire lifespan. In Figure

4.3a, a SELECT-IF is performed on Clifford and C¡oker''s histolical lelation flon ChapteL 3 (FiguLe 3.17).

The SELECT-WHEN operation also selects tuples u,hele the selection criteria matches the attribute values

at any point in time, but the resulting relation contains the selected tuples with nerv lifespans rvhich include

only the points in tir¡e where the selection criteria was met (FiguLe 4.3b). The SELECT-WHEN opelation

"leduces" the relation not only in the attribute value dimension, as is done rvith standatd SELECT, but also

along the time dimension.

EMPNO POSITION SALARY TIMESTAMP

0305 Programmer 26,000,00 90-01-01

FIGURE 4.3b SELECT-WHEN( EMPN=0305 AND POSITION=PROGRAMMER)

The TIII4E-SLICE opelation is used to reduce a relation along the time dimension. This opelation letulns a

relation containing the tuples which have a lifespan containing the time points specified, ol collesponding
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to the lifespan of an attribute in the relation (Figure 4.3c).

EMPNO POSITION SAI-ARY TIMESTAMP

01 00
0305
0306
01 00
0305
0306

Manager
Programmer
Programmer
Manager
Analyst
Programmer

50,000,00
26,000,00
2s,000,00
50,000.00
30,000,00
25,000.00

90-01-15
90-01 -'f s
90-01-15
90-02-01
90-02-01
90-02-01

FIGURE 4.3c TIME-SLICE(9O-01-15,90-02-01)

The WHEN operation returns a set of times indicating rvhen a selected set of tuples is defined. This

operation can be used in conjunction with the SELECT and TIME-SLICE opelations to plovide a set of

times to be used as input selection criteria for other opelations, For example, a WHEN(EMPNO=0305 and

POSITION=PROGRAMMER) would return the lifespan [90-01-01,90-01-01]. The data associated rvitlr

this lifespan is not returned.

The standard JOIN opelation is enhanced to join tuples whele the lifespans intel'sect as rvell as the selection

cliteria is matched. A nerv TIME-JOIN operation is also defined in whicli one lelation is joined u,ith

anothet relation using a standard JOIN, and the resulting rou,s selected flom the composite l'elation ale those

rvhich have a lifespan intersecting rvith the lifespan of a time valying attlibute in the filst lelation,

Essentially, a TIME-SLICE is performed on the the first relation before it is joined, using a standard JOIN,

to the second.

(B) Gadia and Tansel

Gadia 123,241 and Tansel 146)have both developed tempolal data models based on non-filst nolmal folnr
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relations rvith timestamped attributes supporting a single dimension of tirne. The under'lying structure of

the relations in botli approaches is very similar, but the way in rvhich the data is accessed is diffelent. For

this leason, their relational algebla enhancements will be discussed together in this section,

In general, the manipulation of the temporal relations by Gadia and Tansel ale similal in that they botlr,

ultimately, manipulate nolmalized relations, They differ though, in their approach to nol'malization.

Recall that the basic building block of Gadia's temporal data n:odel is a snapshot. When Gadia accesses a

temporal relation, a snapshot, or set of snapshots, in fiLst normal foLm, aLe extlacted from the non-filst

normal form tempotal relation, and the relational algebla operations ale applied to each snapshot. In

Tansel's approach, the entire non-first normal folm temporal relation is first nonnalized, and then the

relational algebra operation is applied. Neither Tansel nor Gadia have provided a higher leve1 query

language extension, such as SQL or QUEL, to perfolrn these operations, but have defined the extensions to

the standard lelational algebra opelations,

In Tansei's apploach, additional operators are defined to nolnralize the non-filst noulal fonl relations befole

applying the standard relational algebla operations. The additional opetations defined aLe PACI(, UNPACI(,

T-DEC, T-FORM, SLICE and DROP-TIME.

EMP

NO
SALARY

01 00
0305

50K [90-01-01: NOW]
26K [90-01-01: 90-02-01]
30K [90-02-01: NOW]

EMP

NO
SALARY

01 00
0305
0305

s0K [90-01-01: NOW]
26K [90-01-01 : 90-02-01]
30K [90-02-0'1: NOW]

PACK
@

@
UNPACK

FIGURE 4,4a PACI( and UNPACI( OPERATiONS (Tansel)

The UNPACI( and PACI( operations work rvith set-valued attlibutes. The UNPACI( operation converts a

tuple rvith a set-valued attribute into multiple tuples, each containing one element fiom the set for that
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attlibute, Applying the UNPACI( operation to each set valued attlibute in a relation u,ill convert the

telation into first no¡mal form (Figure 4.4a). The PACI( opelation pelforms the opposite operation,

grouping multiple tuples over an attribute into a single tuple rvith a set-valued attribute.

The T-DEC and T-FORM operations work with tliplet-vaÌued (ie. timestamped) attlibutes. The T-DEC

operator perfolms triplet decomposition, breaking a triplet-valued attlibute into three attributes containing

the attribute value, the start time and the stop time (FiguLe 4,4b). Tlie T-FORM operation creates a single

triplet-valued attribute from a value, a start time and a stop time attribute,

EMP
NO

SAI-ARY

01 00
0305
0305

50K [90-01-01:NOW]
26K [90-01-01: 90-02-01]
30K [90-02-01: NOW]

EMP

NO
SALARY

SALARY
START

SALARY
END

01 00
0305
0305

50K
26K
30K

90-01-01
90-01-01
90-02-01

NOW
90-02-01

NOW

T-FORM."'@

@
T-DEC

FIGURE 4.4b T-DEC and T-FORM OPERATIONS (Tansel)

The SLICE operator works on relations rvith more than one temporai attlibute by splitting the tliplets of an

attribute according to the time intervals of another tempolal attlibute. This operation talies the intelsection

of the time intervals of the two attributes (Figure 4.4c), Trvo other variations on tllis operation, USLICE

and DSLICE, have also been proposed based on the union and difference opelations on the attributes time

intervals.

The DROP-TIME operation simply drops the time component of a triplet-valued ol set-tliplet-valued

attribute to produce atomic or set-valued attributes, respectivel¡r.
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EMP

NO
SALARY MANAGER

0305 26K
30K

[90-01-01 : 90-02-01]

[90-02-01:NOW]
0100 [90-01-01 : 90-01 -15]

0200 [90-01-15: 90-03-01]
0300 [90-03-01: NOW]

{ 
.t,.- ( sAr-ARY,MANAGER)

EMP

NO
SALARY MANAGEF

0305

0305

26K [90-01 -01 : 90-02-01]

30K [90-02-01:NOW]

0100 [90-01-01 : 90-01-15]
0200 [90-01-15: 90-02-01]
0200 [90-02-01: 90-03-01]
0300 [90-03-01: NOW]

FIGURE 4,4c SLICE OPERATiON (Tansel)

The above operations ale used to normaiize a non-first nolmal form lelation before applying the standard

lelational algebra operations.

Gadia's 123,24) data manipulation language, on the other hand, is based on snapshots. A snapshot is a

static rrtwo dimensional" relation. A static snapshot can be extlacted from a tempolal relation fol any tiure

point rvithin the temporal domain of a relation. Thus, in order to perform an operation on a tempolal

relation, the standard relational operation is simply perfonned on all of the individual snapshots niahing up

the terlporai relation,

Gadia has defined the nerv operator, TDOM, to extract a tempolal dourain fiom a teurpolal relation u,liich

can then be used in subsequent operations. Thís operator is used only as palt of anothel'opelation, such as

a SELECT, to select a set of snapshots from the temporal relation to be manipuiated.
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4.3,2 Enhanced Data Manipulation Languages

The second category of temporal language enhancements ale those made to a higher 1evel query lar:guage

such as QUEL or SQL. Trvo methods of extending such quely languages have been ploposed. The fiLst is

to add nerv clauses to the language to handle the time dimension sepalate from the clauses rvhich manipulate

the attlibute dimension, This has been done by (a) Snodgrass, (b) Aliav, (c) Bassiouni and (d) Sarda. The

second method is to add new temporal operators or functions to be used within existing clauses in the

language to manipulate data in the time dimension, This approacli has been used by (d) Sarda and (e) Adiba

and Quang, Sarda has combined both approaches in his temporal quely language.

To aid in comparison of the languages, the follorving ter.nporal quer'1, against the sample EMP relation fiom

Chapter'3 (Figure 3,10) will be used for all of the approaches: "What u'as Jones'salar')' e¡ 7990-02-75?'

This "as of" query can have different responses depending on the temporal data urodel that is used to

implement the EMP relation. If the EMP relation is a lollback lelation, then the lesult is 533,000. This

is because in a rollback relation, the retroactive update is treated as a leal time update and the past data is not

modified. If the EMP relation is a histo¡ical relation, then the lesult is $30,000. In this case, the data is

timestamped with a valid timestamp and the retroactive update corrects the salary at 1,990-02-01 to 530,000.

If the EMP relation is a temporal relation, then the quely can be rvritten to retlieve eithel of these lesults.

(A) Snodgrass

Snodglass [42] has developed an extension of the INGRES queLy language QUEL, called TQUEL, to

suppot't temporal relations. The general format of a QUEL Quel1, s¡o¡qortlt 't'
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RANGE OF <source relation>;

RETRIEVE INTO <target relation>

WHERE <object seiection qualification> ;

In oldel to support the additional time dimensions of a tempolal lelation, clauses have been added to the

RETRIE\E statement resulting in a query of the form:

RANGE OF <source relation>;

RETRIEVE INTO <target ¡elation>

WHERE <object selection qualification>

WHEN,..

VALIDFROM.,.TO..,

AS OF, . ..

The WHEN clause is used to restrict time values in tlie valid time dimension. It allorvs the quely to select

data u'llich is valid at a palticular "real tvolld" time. It is analogous to the WHERE clause for attribute

values. It is also possible to specify a VALID clause on a RETRIEVE statement to indicate the valid tiures

to be associated with the values in the target relation.

To manipulate time in the "transaction time" dimension, the AS OF clause is used. The AS OF clause

causes the query to be performed on the state of the relation as it u,as at a specified time. If no AS OF

clause is specified, AS OF the culrent time is assumed and no roll back to a pliol state is done. The AS

OF clause can also be used to do a "walk thlough time" querl'by specifying the THROUGH keylor.d on

the AS OF clause, as in AS OF ,., THROUGH .,. .

The temporal data modei developed by Snodgrass represents a temporal database supporting valid and

transaction time. The example query can be ansrveled rvith the quelies in Figut'e 4,5. In Figule 4.5a, a roll
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backisdonetothestateoftherelationatl990-02-L5andtheresultof533,000isretulned. InFiguLe4,4b,

no rollback is performed and the result is $30,000. The O\GRLAP keywold indicates the intersection of

the valid time associated with the tuple and the requiled valid time, 7990-02-1.5.

RANGE OF E IS EMP

RETRIEVE INTO RESLTS (SAL = E.SALARY)

WHERE E.EMPNAME ='JONES,

WHEN E OVERLAP '1990-02.15'

AS OF '1990-02-15'

RANGE OF Ë IS EMP

RETRIEVE INTO RESLTS (SAL= E.SALART

WHERE E.EMPNAME ='JONES'

WHEN E OVERLAP '1990-02-15'

(a)

FIGURE 4.5 TEMPORAL QUERY LANGUAGE TQUEL (Snodgrass)

Both the WHEN and VALID clauses can be used with the REPLACE statement rvhen doing updates to

historical data based on valid time. The WHEN clause can be used to select the palticular tuples to be

updated, and the VALID clause can be used to specify new valid time values. TIle AS OF clause cannot be

used in the REPLACE since the transaction time is computed and added automatically by the systern.

(B) Ariav

ALiav [7] has developed a "temporally oriented" velsion of SQL, TOSQL, r',,hich extends the language to

function over the temporal domain. In the temporal data model developed by Aliav, a relation has at least

one time dimension, the transaction time (called the recording time by Ariav), and can optionally have a

valid time dimension.

Ariav has extended the SQL SELECT to support tempoÏal lelations by adding a time specification

(AT,WHILE,,..) and time qualification (AS-OF) clause. The general folmat of the extended SELECT

(b)
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statement is:

SELECT <object selection>

FROM <source relation>

WHERE <object qualification>

AS-OF <time qualification> ALONG <time dimension>

IATIWHILEI.,.] <time period spec> ALONG <time dimension>

The time qualification in the AS-OF ciause specifies the time along a time dimension the quely is to be

run. This causes the lelation to be rolled back to a priol state. The AS-OF clause specifies both a tinie and

time dimension along q,hich the rollback operation is to be done,

The selection criteria for data associated with time values along a palticular time dimension is done tvith the

tirne peliod specification clause. This clause uses the nerv operatols of AT, WHILE, DURING, BEFORE

oL AFTER foilowed by the time period in which the data is to exist, The tirne dimension is specífied in the

ALONG clause.

Ariav's temporal data model supports tempolal databases rvith a single tlansaction time dimension and one

or more valid time dimensions. In TOSQL, at most two time dimensions can be referenced in a single

query. It is unlikely that more than two rvould be requiled in a single quely since genelally, only the

transaction time and a single valid time time are used. As mentioned in Section 3.5.2 of. the plerrious

chapter, the usefulness of multiple timestamps for the valid tinie dinension is liurited.

The example query is solved using TOSQL in Figule 4.6. Assuming EMP is a tempolal lelation, FiguLe

4.6a does not do a ¡ollback using the transaction time to the lelation as it existed aT 1990-02-15 (ie, AS-OF

PRESENT ALONG TRANSACTION-TIME) and returns the value knorvn as of the plesent tine, 530,000,
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Figule 4.6b does do a rollback to the stare at 1,990-02-15 (ie. AS-OF '7990-02-75' ALONG

TRANSACTION-TIME) and returns the value as it rvas knorvn on 7990-02-15, 533,000.

SELECT EMPNAME, SALARY

FROM EMP

WHERE EMPNAME ='JONES'

AS-OF PRESENT ALONG TRANSACTION.TI M E

AT '1990-02-15' ALONG VALID-TIME

(a)

SELECT EMPNAME, SAI-ARY

FROM EMP

WHERE EMPNAME = 
.JONES.

AS-OF'1 990-02.1 5' ALONG TRANSACTION-TI ME

AT '1990.02-15' ALONG VALID-TIME

(b)

FIGURE 4,6 TEMPORAL QUERY LANGUAGE (ALiav)

The results of the TOSQL SELECT can be a snapshot relation (cailed a "standald" quely), a vierv of a tuple

ovel' time (a "time slice" query) or a sub-cube of the cubic relation (a "cubic" query) depending on the use of

the time specification and qualification clauses. Aliav also ploposes that I'agglegation functions", sucll as

COUNT and SUM, be used to reduce the result relation along the attribute dimension, or along the time

dimensions. For example, to count, for each current prinrary key, the number of occurlences of a particuiar

attribute value over a time. This is an example of a "walk through time" query.

(C) Bassiouni

The temporal quely language extension ploposed b)'Bassiouni [8] is based on an enhauced relational data

rnodel using attributes timestamped rvith a single valid or tlansaction timestan.ìp, as has been pLoposed by
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Gadia and Tansel.

Bassiouni's query language is unique in that it separates the clause rvhich selects the tupies from the one

that selects the temporal values from the tuple. This syntax change is intended to simplify the usage of the

statement rather than to provide additional functionality. The QUEL-like language extends the RETRIEVE

statement to use a WHERE clause to select the desired tuples and a SUBJECT TO clause to select the

versions of the temporal attributes to place in the result relation. This results in a statement of the form:

RANGE OF <source>;

RETRIEVE INTO <target>

SUBJECT TO <output qualification>

WHERE <object selection qualification> ;

The feature of this temporal data language which is intended to provide added flexibility in developing

temporal queries, is the extension of the boolean and comparison operators so that tliere norv exists a

logicai and a temporal version of each. For example, the¡e is a logical and temporal version of the AND

(ANDL and ANDI) and = (=L and =T) operators.

The logical and temporal versions of the boolean and comparison operators function in a similar rlanner.

The temporal operators compare attribute values that occur at the same time (ie. overlapping time intel\/als)

while the logical operators compare attribute values regardless of the time the¡, 6q.rt. The temporal

versions of the operators return a set of time intervals of q'hen the expression is evaluated to be true. The

logical versions of the operators simply return an intervai <O,NOW> for tlue and the null interval for false.

Expressions using these operators are used in the SUBJECT TO and WHERE clauses of the extended

RETRIEVE statement to produce the result relation. The example query can be handled in this query
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language as shown in Figure 4.7. In this example, the WHERE clause specifies that the tuples q,hele the

EMPNAME is 'JONES' are to be selected and the SUBJECT TO clause is used to select the SALARY of

these empioyees at '1990-02-!5' f.or the target relation.

RANGE OF E IS EMP

RETRIEVE (E.EMPNAME, E.SALARY)

SUBJECT TO E,SALARY ANDl <'1990-02-15','1990-02-15'>

WHERE E,EMPNAME =T'JONES,

FIGURE 4.7 HISTORICAL QUERY LAi\GUAGE (Bassiouni)

In addition, several unary operators are defined which work r.r'ith sets of time intervals produced by the

boolean and comparison expressions, These include WHEN, VALUE, CURRENT, START, FINISH, and

FIRST-START. As well, several operators to compare intervals, such as STARTS_BEFORE,

PRECEDES, SUBSET OF and COVERED BY, are defined.

(D) Sarda

Sarda [35,36,37] has proposed an enhanced version of SQL, called HSQL, to suppolt queries on his

relational data model which has been extended to support rollback databases.

The SQL query language is extended by adding nelv operations aud functions to be used."vithin existing

clauses, such as the WHERE and GROUP BY ciauses, and by adding the nerv clauses, such as

FROMTIME and EXPAND. New functions and operations to manipulate the time dimension include

functions such as DATE, MONTH and YEAR, and time interval operations such as concatenation,

inclusion, MEET, OVERLAP.

The basic SELECT statement in HSQL is as follows:
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FROMTIME <time1> TOTIME <time2>

SELECT <column selection>

FROM <source relation>

WHERE <object qualification>

EXPAND 8Y.....

GROUP 8Y.....

HAVING ,,,..;

The use of the clauses in the HSQL SELECT statement are as folior.r's:

Ð the FROMTIME clause is used to specify a time-slice of the historical data fi'om timel to

time2

b) the SELECT clause indicates the columns to be selected from the source relatio¡rs specified in

the FROM clause.

") the FROM clause, in which the source relation is specified. By default the current relation and

all its history is implied. Optionally, HISTORY(R) or CURRENT(R) can be used in the

FROM clause to restrict access to only the history or current version of the relations.

q the WHERE clause specifies object qualfications as in standard SQL in acldition to allori,ing

qualifications using the time attributes.

Ð the EXPAND clause is used to convert data associated vvith time intervals to time instant data

of a specified granularity.

Ð the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses function as in SQL, in adclition to allon,ing the use of

time attributes in the grouping,

The example query is solved as shown in Figure 4,8, Since Sarda's data model supports only rollback clata,

the query will give the result of $33,000.
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FROMTIME ',1990-02- 1s', TOTIME '1 990-02-1 5'

SELECT EMPNAME, SALARY

FROM EMP

WHERE EMPNAME = 
,JONES,

FIGURE 4.8 HISTORICAL QUERY LANGUAGE (Sarda)

Sarda claims that the relational update operations are the same as for a non-temporal relation except that the

DBMS manipulates the transaction timestamp on the data, Sarda also proposes extensions to support

retroactive update operations though these are not allou,ed in true lollback relations. Retroactive upclates are

written by prefixing the standard SQL update operation r'vith a FROMTIME or AT clause to specifl, the

transaction time at which the update was to have taken place.

(E) Adiba and Quang

Adiba and Quang [2] have developed the TIGRE data modei for historical databases and have extended the

SQl-like query language LAMBDA to support data access. The), çl¿in-t that in the manipulation of liistoric

data, time can be specified explicitly or implicity in a query. It is explicity specified r.vheu a request is made

for the value of an attribute at a time r. Implicit or relative time specification is done when a request is

made for the last ¡z versions of an attribute.

To support these two types of queries, the keyi.vord VERSION is added to the object selection clause of the

SELECT statement as in the follorving:
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SELECT VERSION AT <time specification>

OF <object selection>

FROM <source relation>

WHERE <object qualification>

For explicit queries, the form "VERSION AT t" or "VERSION AFTER t" is usecl to qualifl, attributes

retrieved. For implicit queries, "LAST VERSION" or "1..3 VERSION" is addecl to qLralify the attlibutes

being selected. Since this model supports historical relations only, the result of the example cluery is

$30,000 (Figure 4.9),

SELECT VERSION AT'1990-02-15' OF E.EMPNAME, E.SALARY

FROM EMP

WHERE E.EMPNAME ='JONES,

FIGURE 4.9 HISTORICAL QUERY LANGUAGE LAMBDA (Adiba and Quang)

A variation of the UPDATE operation has also been defined which is used specifically to correct (upclate)

historic data rather than add new historic data, This is done rvith a nerv statement called CORRECT, The

CORRECT statement can use the VERSION keyword as descibed above in order to select specific historic

data to be updated.

4,3.3 New Data Manipulation Languages

The development of an entirely new language is the final approach to prot,iding a temporal data

manipulation language. A ner'v data manipulation language has been proposed by Shoshani aucl l(au,agoe

[40] and Segev and Shoshani [39] to support the temporal specific clata model based on time sequences ancl

time sequence collections. This method is different from the previous approaches in that no formal
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underlying relâtional algebra has been proposed and the data is not manipulated in terms of lelations, but in

terms of time sequences,

Shoshani and Karvagoe, and Segev and Shoshani, have proposed a Ianguage to support temporal data r.r,hich

has been modelled using time sequences and time sequerlce collections. Shoshani and l(arvagoe have

discussed these operations in general terms while Segev and Shoshani have described an SQl--like language

to handle these operations.

The opelations, in general, have been designed to manipulate entire time sequence collectio¡rs.

operations defined are SELECTION, AGGREGATION, ACCUMULATION, RESTRICTToN

COMPOSITION. The basic language construct is:

operation INTO tar get-tsc function

FROM source-tsc

WHERE target-sp ecification

cROUP BYITO mapping-specification

SELECTION is used to extract a subarray of a time sequence collection by restricting the time and attribute

values in the WHERE clause. Assume a simple EMP_SALARY time sequence årra¡, ¿s shorvn in Figure

3.2Ibinchapter3. ThequerythatretrievesthesalaryforJONEs att990-02-l5isshowninFigule4.10,

where T is the timestamp value. The result of this query is $33,000 since it is assumed that the single

time dimension supported in this simple time sequence arra)/ is tlie transaction time.

SELECT INTO EMP_JONES_SALARY SALARY

FROM EMP_SALARY

WHERE EMPNO = 0305

AND T tN ('1990-02-15)

FIGURE 4.10 SELECTION OPERATION (Segev and Shoshani)

The

and
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The remaining operations will be explained with the use of the example time sequence collections describe

below and sholvn in Figure 4.L1:

a) AUTO_SALES, containing the number of automobiles solcl per day (QUANTITY) b), autonobile

type (TYPE), rvhete TYPE is tlie primary key and each tine point represents a single da¡'.

b) AUTO_PRICE, containing the pLice (PRiCE), rvhich is assumed to be fixed, by automobile type

(TYPE). This is a non-temporal time sequence array, represented as a single column, rvhere TYPE

is the primary key.

c) TAX_RATE, containing the percentage of daily revenue to be paid in taxes per clay (TAX_PCT),

assuming this value may vaty daily. This time sequence auay is a single row,

d) MFR_REBATE, containing the rebate amount (REBATE_AMT) by automobile type (TYPE) per

day. Again TYPE is the primary key.

e) AUTO_COLOR, containing the color (COLOR), rvhich is assumed to be fixed, by automobile t1,pe

(TYPE). This is a non-temporal time sequence array , replesented as a single column.

AGGREGATION is used to combine values over the key attributes o¡ time dimensions. When perfolming

aggregation over the time domain, the resulting time sequence collection has a neu, tinre unit '"i,ith a higher

granularity, For example, daily sales amounts ma)/ be combined to produce \\,eekly totals as in Figure

4,7La. In this example the GROUP clause is used to group the time values by rveek. When aggregating

values over a key attribute, the new key values of the resulting time sequence arra)¡ are usualll' 6¡þe¡

attribute values, For example, the daily sales amounts could be combined to generate daily sales amounts

by color as in Figure 4.1lb, The GROUP clause is used here to indicate aggregate by key value. Note that

an implicit join, by primary key, of the AUTO_SALES and AUTO COLOR time sequence collections is

performed in the query to derive the result.

ACCUMULATION operates over the time dimension to gererate uerv values for each time point based on

the values preceeding or following it. The resulting time sequence collection has the same number of time

sequences and time points, but the time sequence type may change. This is differe¡rt from the
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time

3456789

112013210

100211021

200010011

AUTO-SALES

12

1

type 
2

!t

quantity

tax rate

123456789

555555777

TAX RATE

(tax
percent)

type

1

2

\)

AUTO COLOR

1

type
¿

ü

' l-'*ltype ,llBKl price

,Ël
AUTO PRICE

34
time

56 to

100 100 100 100 100 50 50 50 50

100 100 100 100 100 200 200200 200

750 750 750 750 750 500 500 500 500

MFR_REBATE

FIGURE 4.11 SAMPLE TIME SEQUENCE COLLECTIONS

rebate
amount
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AGGR EGATE INTO WEEKLY-SALES

SUM OUANTITY

FROM AUTO_SALES

GROUP T BY WEEK

week

12

m
L-l

FIGURE 4.11a AGGREGATION OPERATION (Segev and Shoshani)

AGGREGATE I NTO COLOR-SALES

SUM QUANTITY

FROM AUTO-SALES

GROUP KBYAUTO COLOR COLOR

iime

123456789

col or
212224231

200010011
quantity

blue

FIGURE 4.11b AGGREGATION OPERATION (Segev and Shoshani)

AGGREGATION operation r,vhich actually changes the number of time sequences or number of time points

(see Figure 4.tta). As an example, ACCUMULATION may be applied to the AUTO_SALES time

sequence collection, which is discrete, to produce a step-rvise constant time sequence collection containitg a

1
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z

ó
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rurlning total of the number sold by automobile type from the beginning of the year (Figure 4.11c), In this

exan.rple, the GROUP TO BEGIN clause is used to indicate that the accumulation should start n,ith the first

time point in the time sequence collection.

ACCUM ULATE I NTO RUNN I N G-TOTAL_SALES

SUM QUANTITY

FROM AUTO-SALES

wHERE T >'1991-01-0'1',

GROUP TO BEGIN

time

12 3 4 5 6 7I9

1 2 4 4 5 I 10 11 11

1113 45 5 7I

2 2 22 3 3 3 4 5

FIGURE 4.11c ACCUMULATION OPERATION (Segev ancl Shoshani)

RESTRICTION selects time sequences from a source time sequence collection rvhere a time sequence lvith

the same primary key also appears in a second time sequence collection. Tlie selection of the sou¡ce time

sequences can also be restricted in the BY clause. For example, the history of the number of autonobiles

sold for automobiles with a price greater than $20,000 can be generated as in Figure 4.11d, In this

example, an implicit join of the AUTO_PRICE and AUTO_SALES time sequence collections by primary

key is done. Note that this language differs from SQL in that all tables accessed do not have to be referled

to in the FROM clause.

CON4POSITION is used to combine two time sequence collections to produce a third one. There are three

t¡,pes of composition operations: by time; by plimary ke¡'; or pairu,ise. COMPOSITiON b1, ¡i¡1s

combines a time sequence collection with a single time point fol each hei' (ie. a non-tenlporal time

type
¿
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RESTRICT INTO EXP_AUTO-SALES

FROM AUTO_SALES

BY AUTO_PRICE.PRICE > 20,OOO

time

123456789

type 3 200010011

FIGURE 4,11d RESTRICTION OPERATION (Segev and Shoshani)

sequence collection r,vith one attribute - a single column, such as AUTO_PRICE) r.i,ith a seco¡d time

sequence collection with the same key values. The result is derived by combining each column in the

second time sequence collection with the values from the first. For example, AUTO_SALES could be

combined with AUTO_PRICE to produce a time sequence collection, DAILY_REVENUE containing the

daily revenue by automobile type (Figure 4.1,1,e). The BY T ciause, rvhere T is the timestamp attribute,

indicates that the COMPOSITION is for each time point.

COMPOSE INTO DAILY_REVENUE

REVENUE = QUANTITY * PRICE

FROM AUTO_SALES, AUTO PRICE

BYT

time

123456789

14K 14K 28K 0K 14K 52K 28K 14K OK

18K 0K 0K 36K 18K 18K 0K 36K 18K

sOK OK OK OK 25K OK OK 25K 25K

FIGURE 4.11e COMPOSITION OPERATION (Segev and Shoshani)
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COMPOSE INTO REBATES-PAID

REBATE = QUANTITY * REBATE_AMT

FROM AUTO-SALES, MFR_R EBATES

time

5

100 100 200 0 100 150 100 50 0

100 0 0 200 100 200 0 400 200

1500 0 0 0 750 0 0 500500

FIGURE 4.119 COMPOSITION OPERATION (Segev and Shoshani)

4.4 DERIVATION AND APPROXIMATION FUNCTIONS

Queries against temporal data are often of the type "what is the value of this attribute at a given time in

history". If the attribute t¡,pe is constant or even step-wise constant the value can be easily determined. If,

on the other hand, the attribute stores continuous data and a query requests an attribute's value at a time not

explicitly recorded in the database, the derivation or approximation of this value is required.

Iflopprogge and Lockemann [26] have disscussed the issue of uncertainty and have definecl tl.ìe conceprs of

derivation and approximation, "Derivation" is the process of determining with certaintlr the value of an

attribute at a given time. For example, if the data followed a distinct formula, then the value at a certai¡

time can be derived with certainty using a "derivation function". If there is uncertaint¡' in cor¡pnting the

value, then an "approximation" is required to determine the value. This uncertainty nray arise u,ith

continuous data where data does not follolv a knolvn formula or the lecorded values on l,vhich the derivation

type
¿

!)
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is based are not accurate due to estimates or physical measurements. The approximation is performecl u,ith

a function, called an "approximation function", rvhich may use linear interpolation or the least squares

method depending on the nature of the data to approximate the required value.

Iflopprogge and Lockemann have proposed three kinds of derivations or approximations that may be used.

Those which are "component-local" and determine a vaiue using only the history data for that particular

attribute; those which are "object-local" and determine a value using the values or derivation functions from

other attributes of the entity; and those which are "global" ancl make use of data from the attribì.ltes of other

entities as lvell.

4.5 SUMMARY

A data language to manipulate and access time-valying data is an essential component of the temporal data

model. The querl' Ianguage extensions should support both "as of" alìd "walk through time" queries orr the

data. Temporal data models which support the valid time dimension must also provide the capability to

perform retroactive and proactive updates. Some proposals have enhanced the basic relational algebra

operations of SELECT, PROJECT and JOIN while others have added extensions to a higher level quer¡,

language such as SQL and QUEL.

Proposals to enhance the basic relational algebla operations of SELECT, PROJECT and JOIN involved

extending them to lvotk over the time dimension in addition to the attribute ancl tuple climensiolis. For

example, the SELECT has been split up into a SELECT-IF and SELECT-WHEN [11], to perfolm a

selection along the attribute, and attribute and time dimensions, respectively. A TIME-JOIN [11] has also

been proposed to join tuples over the time and attribute dimensiolis. Nerv basic operations have also been

added rvhich function over the time domain, The TIME-SLICE operation has been added to reduce a relation
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along the time dimension and the WHEN operation has been provided to return a set of times lvhen

conditions are met [11]. Tansel [46] has also added several additional relational algebra operations, such as

PACK, T-DEC and DROP-TIME, which are used specifically to convert the non-first normal form ::elations

in his temporal data model to normalized operations to be manipulated by the standard SELECT, PROJECT

and JOIN operations.

The SQL and QUEL language extensions have involved the addition of new clauses and functions to the

existing data retrieval statements (ie. SELECT and RETRIEVE) rather than the addition of new statements.

Additional clauses, such as the WHEN 142), AS oF l'1,421, SUBJECT To [8], FROMTIME [35,36,3j],

have been added to manipulate the time dimensiou of the data separate from the manipulation of the data

attributes. The addition of functions and operators to be used within existing clauses have also been

proposed. These include the VERSION keyrvord [2], MEET and OVERLAP functions [35,36,31) and rlie

logical and temporal versions of the comparison and boolean operations [8]. The approaches u,liich use

separate clauses for temporal manipulation are more easily understood than those ri,hich embecl temporal

operations in the existing clauses,

The temporal data language proposed for the temporal specific data modei based, on time sequence

collections [39,40], was not based on the standard relational algebra operations, These operations were

unique in that they manipulated entire time sequence collections u,ith operations such as AGGREGATE,

ACCUMULATE, RESTRICT and COMPOSE.

Also introduced in this chapter was the requirement for derivation ancl approximation functions for queries

on temporal data r.vhich is not explicitly recorded in the database. The derivation or approximation of data

values is required for continuous temporal data rvhen specific point in time queries are requirecl. Thor.rgh not

specifically part of the temporal language, these functions are required at an implementation level to support

the functions of the language.
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At this point, all of the components of a temporal data model, the data structuÌes and tlie data language,

have been presented. Following the development of a data model, a database management system to

support this model must be developed. Chapter 5 rvill introduce the issues to be addressecl in the

development of a temporal database management system and present some of the proposals for the

implementation of the temporal data structures,
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5. PHYSICAL DATA MODEL

5.i ]NTRODUCTION

Research on temporal databases to date has focused on the development of the temporal data moclel ancl

Ianguage extensions to support manipulation of temporal data ratlier than the physical implementation.

Even though research on temporal databases has been ongoing since the early Seventies (Mckenzie [31]),

ve::y ferv of the models have been implenrented due to data access and storage issues associated with

tentporal data. Recent advances in data access techniques and nrass stolage technology though, have macle

the implementation of a temporal database feasible.

Most of the implementations to date have built a temporal database on top of an existing DBMS

(I{opprogge and Lockemann26f, Adiba and Quang [2], Snodgrass and Ahn [4], AbbocJ, Brorvn ancl Noble

[1]). These prototypes have been important in pinpointing ineffeciencies in existing DBMSs for supporting

temporal data. An implementation of the POSTGRES data model (Rowe and Stonebraker [33]) is the onl¡,

one r,vhich has not been built using an existing DBMS.

This chapter rvill outiine the several implementation strategies which attempt to meet the uniqr,re design

goals associated with temporal data (Section 5.2), Section 5,3 covers the trvo main issues associated with

inplementing a temporal data model, storage management and efficient data access. This is follou,ecl b1, a

cliscussion of some of the proposed implementations of temporal databases in Sectioil 5,4.
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5.2 DESIGN GOALS

There are several goals unique to the implementation of temporal databases (Dadr.rm, Lum ancl \\/erner

[14]). These include:

(1) fast access to the current version. Though the database is storing historical data, most queries on the

database are expected to be against the culrent version of the clata (Dadam, Lum, Wemer[14]) so

access should be most efficient to the current version.

(2) on-line access to historic data. Queries against historic data via ad hoc queries nust be supported by

maintaining a reasonable volume of data online for on demand âccess. This implies that the historic

data should be stored as compactly as possible to maximize the storage utilization, but still support

efficient retrieval.

(3) selective versioning. History will not be reqr.rired for all attributes of a tuple ancl tlierefore it should

not be necessary to store multiple versions of non-time varying data. History shoulcl be storecl

selectively in order to reduce the amount of reclundancy in the storage of versions of data. This relates

to the pleviously mentioned fact of maximizing storage utilization.

(4) changes to the relational schema. Relational databases should allorv d),namic modification of the

database schema in the form of adding or deieting attributes, in such a way that historic data is still

valid.

(5) support d)'namic data. The assumption is made that the volnme of temporal clata u,ill continue to

grow over time and the DBMS lvill continue to support efficient retrieval and maxiniize storage

utilization.
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5.3 ]MPLEMENTATION ]SSUES

The two main implementation issues for temporal databases are those of storage ntanagement and efficient

data access. (Ahn and Snodgrass [5])

5.3,1- Storage Requirements

The most obvious issue is the continuously increasing storage requirements. The size of a temporal

database will never decrease because update operations will be translated into inserts, and delete operatior:s

rvill perform only logical deletions by flagging a tuple as deleted, Even with the use of cornpression

techniques on the data, the amount of data to be maintained will still be very large,

Ahn [3] has compared tuple and attribute versioning in terms of sto::age requirements, Tuple versioning has

the disadvantage of added redundancy resulting from the duplicatiot't on l.ton-time var5,ir.lg attributes.

Attribute versioning solves this problem but has the additional overhead and complexity of linking each

attribute version to the base tuple.

Ahn has compared the storage requirements of tuple and attribute versioniug to determiue tlie number of

updates required per tuple before attributing version is favored over tuple versioning. In general, it u'as

found that the number of tuple updates required before attribute versioning is favoled is directly

propoltional to the overhead for each attribute ve::sion (ie, poir:tels) and inversely proportional to the

a\¡erage size of the time varying attributes. That is, the larger the overliead for each attribute version, the
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more updates required to the tuple before attribute versioning is favored over tuple versioning. As rvell,

thelarger the size of the time varying attributes themselves, the fer.r,er updates required to favol attribute

over tuple versioning.

Not only is the volume of data always increasing, but it is important to maintain a large volume of data

online to support adhoc queries, Recently, optical disks [1,0,22,25,45) havebeen introduced to store large

quantities of data online and may provide a solution to the storage of historic data. Current secondal¡,

storage technology, the magnetic disk, provides online direct access capabilit¡,, but have a storage capacitl,

u'hich is too small for the volume of data in a large temporai database.

Developments in optical storage devices have presented this technology as a viable solution to the stor.age

problem associated rvith temporal databases, The advantages of optical disks include:

. lolv cost per bit of stored information

" long archival life

. high storage density

" direct access capability

Altltouglt optical disks are approaching magnetic disl< in terms of capabilities, tliere ale important

differences. These include the fact that optical disks cur¡ently provide write-once, r'ead many (WORM)

capability and the access times are much slorver than for magnetic clisk. The write-once capability of tlre

optical disks is not be a limitation for its application in temporal databases since they can be used to archive

data which will no longer be updated, The write-once capability is a ploblem if a clynamic access methocl

is used since these access methods usually require leorganizing or ler,vriting data to maintain efficient

access.
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5.3,2 Access Requirements

In addition to the problems of supporting a large volume of data online, there is the associated problem of

efficient access to this data, Efficient access methods are required to access a continuously expanding

volume of data ,,vith a large number of duplicate primary ke1' yu1u.r. Recall that the prirnary key in a

temporal database uniquely identifies a tuple u'ithin a snapshot, not u,ithin the entire tempolal database.

Therefore, the primary key does not contain a timestamp value and duplicate primarl' ke¡, vu1,,.r trrrt,

because updates generate new versions of tuples rvith the sarne primary lcey.

Access methods can be divided into fr.vo groups, static and d),namic. Static access methods are designed for

files with a relatively stable size. Dynamic access methods are designecl to support file gror,vth rvithout loss

of performance and inciude such techniques as d),namic hashing and grid files. Most tenrpor.al clatabases

are dlr¡¿¡¡iç and thus require a dynamic access method which lvill provide efficient access to the culrent

version of the data. With static temporal data, the distribution of the clata is alreacly knorvn, and it may be

possible to optimize the storage structure of the data before queries are nlt.t against it.

The non-uniqueness of the keys in tempor:al databases also causes problems in provicling efficient clata

access, The non-uniqueness results because updates generate new versions of tr.rples u,ith the same primarl,

key, assuming the timestamp associated lvith the data is not made part of the key. Static access methods do

notrvorku'ell even rvith static temporal databases clue to iong chains of tuples rvith the sarne he1,, Bu.t.,

dynamic access methods a¡e not designed to support long chains of tuples r,vith the same ke1'. Lo¡g chains

of tuples rvith non-unique keys results in performance degradation for access to ail data, both current ancl

historic.

Enforcing uniqueness by adding the timestamp to the key is not a feasible solution to the non-unique¡ess

problem since this introduces the problems associatecl ri,ith handìing a m¡ltike¡, fielcl. One p¡obierl is that
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exact matcll queries may no longer be possible because the timestamps may not be knolu, or the

granularity of the timestamp may be too lorv (ie. seconds) to mal<e exact matches possible. If the

timestamp is made part of the primary key, the access method chosen must support range quelies. This

elminates most liashing algorithms from consideration,

5.4 IMPLEMENTATION APPROACHES

in tliis section, several proposals for the implementation of temporal databases will be cliscussecl. These

include implementations using the existing relational model, delta versioning, tlvo-level storage stl.uctures,

multidimensional file pætitioning, Time-split B-trees and the POSTGRES implementation,

5,4,L lmplementation Using the Relational Data Model

Some of the temporal data models ploposed in Chapter- 3 have been implemented "ol.t top" of an existing

relational database management system. This has been done by aclding timestamp attlibutes to each

relation and a layer of application code between the applicatior.ì program and the DBMS to translate

temporai queries into standard queries on the underll,j¡g DBMS. Iftrovving that this is not the optirnal

implementation due to the performance issues described in the previous section, the "or.r top,'

implementation is intended primalily as a prototype system to identify problems lvith conventional access

methods and query processing algorithms when supporting temporal data (Snodgrass and Ahn [4,43]). The

problems iclentified in these implementations inclucle the issues associated rvitli storage management and

efficient data access desribed in Section 5,3, Another intent of the "on top" approach rvas to develop a

tempotal front-end that could easily be ported to other DBMSs (Abbod, Blorvn and Noble [1]).



5.4.2 "De|ta" Versioning

Storing a complete copy for each version of a tuple or attribute at each nerv database state rvould genelate a

very large volume of data over time. If tuple versioning is used, a lot of non-time varying attribute

redundancy would result, One method proposed for storing successive versions of temporal clata is to use

"delta versioning" (Dadum, Lum and Werner [1a]) or "differential files" (Ahn and Snodgrass [5]). In this

method, oue cornplete version is sto¡ed and the renraining ones stored as diffelences or "deltas" from the

complete version.

Dadam, Lum and Werner [14] have outlined four variations of delta versioning. The first hvo ale forms of

"forwaLd oriented versioning" in which more recent states are delived from older states. The last tu,o use

"backlvard oriented versioning" in which the cur::ent state is used to derive older versions.

In the first variation, the initial version of the data is the complete version and each successive delta stores

the differences from the version immediately preceeding it. This method provides slor,v access to the

current, or most recent version, since it must be derived by applying all of the deltas to the initial version,

This r,vili not provide fast access to the current version, which is one of the design goals of temporal

DBMSs,

The second variation also stores the initial version as the complete version. In this case though, eaclr

subsequent version is storecl as a delta from the initial version, lather than from the previor"rs velsion. This

method provides faster access to the current velsion since it can now be generated by appl¡,i¡g a single

delta record to the initial complete version.

One problem associated r'vith both of these forrvard oriented versioning schemes is the pr.rrging of old

temporal data. If older temporal occurrences are removed, the complete initial ve¡sion would be removed,
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This would require generating a new complete initial version and modifying some delta versions.

Alternatively, a ne\'v complete version could be generated at regular intervals by cor:rbining all deìtas, and

then basing ali subsequent versions on deltas from this neu, complete versiou.

The next two variations are based on backlvard oriented versioning. In both of these methocls, the current

version of the data is stored as the complete version. in method three, each version is stored as a delta of

the next newer version. That is, when a nelv version is added, the previous version beconres a delta

containing the differences from the new current ver'ison. In method four, each previous version is a clelta of

the current version. This is the worst alternative since each delta must be regenerated whenever a ner.v

version is added.

Dadum, Lum and Werner have suggested that method three is the best alternative. In this valiatio¡. access

is fastest to the curlent version and slolver fol each older version. As lvell, puLging of olcl temporal

occurrences does not require regenerating any deltas or initial complete versions. This method is also

referred to as a "reverse differential file" (Ahn and Snodgrass [5]). This method could be used effectivel¡,

r,r'ith a combination of optical and magnetic storage devices if the data was organizecl so that the current

version is on magnetic disk and the deltas are on optical disk. Delta versioning in this manner fits rvell into

Snodgrass and Ahn's "temporally partitioned storage stLuctuLe" outlined in the following section. On the

other hand, if the organization places the deltas on an optical device, the purging of olcl temporal

occurrences would not be allowed since optical disks are currently wlite-once devices.

5,4.3 Two Level Storage Structures

Sevelal researchers (Ahn and Snodgrass [5], Ahn [3],Adiba and Quang [2], Sarda [15]) have su_ggesred rhe

use of a two level or "temporally partitioned" [5] storage structure fol dynarnic tempolal data. The
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implementation of Time-Split B-trees (Lomet and Salzberg l2'7,28D and POSTGRES (Rorve and

Stonebraker [33]) also propose the use of a tr,r'o level storage structure. These approaches rvill be cliscussed

in subsequent sections since they propose specific use of this storage structure. Ll a tr.r,o level storage

structure, the current data is separated from the historic data, based on the different charactelistics of the

rwo types of data. Snodgrass and Ahn have done the most research into the implementation of this scheme

and their findings form the basis of the follor.ving discussion.

As mentioned above, the characteristics of current and historic data are distinct. Curlent data refers to the

most lecent temporal occurrence while historic data refers the all of the remaining temporal occuuences.

The current data differs from historic data in that a) there is ahvays only one temporal occurrellce lvhich is

curlent data, b) current data is accessed more frequently, c) current data can be updated, and d) the number

of current tuples tends to stabilize over time. Historic data, on the other hand, has a) a continr.rall¡' grou,ing

number of occurrences for each primary key, b) data that is not updated, only added to, and c) data that is

accessed less frequently than cu¡rent data.

For these reasons, Ahn and Snodgrass [5] have definecl a "temporally partitioned stoLe" ill vvliich the clata is

divided into a "current stote" and a "history store". The current store contains all of the current clata and

possibly some recant historic data. The history stole coutains the rest of the historic data. All non-temporal

queries r'vhich access only current data can be satisfied entirely b),the data iu clurent store.

Since the current and history stores are separate, they can be implemented using different access methods,

storage structures, and storage devices, optimized for their unique characteristics, The important

components of a two level storage structule are the implementation of the current and histoly stoles and the

split criteria for partitioning the data betlveen the two stores.
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5.4.3.1, Current Store

The cu¡rent store is intended to hold the current version of the tuples and possibly one or trvo pr.evious

vetsions. The volume of data will be smaller than in the history store and the number of tuples u,ill tend to

stabilize over time. This being the case, it is much like a conventional database and conventioual access

methods and storage structures can be used and still provide acceptable performance. By separating the

current and historic data in this way, access times for current data wilì not be affected by a large volume of

historic data. The current store will also usually be stored on a magnetic storage device.

5,4.3.2 History Store

Since it is physically separate from the cun'euI store, the implententation of the histor'¡, store can be

optimized for the characteristics of the historic data . The characteristics of histolic data are that there ma1,

be multiple temporal occurrences for each primary key, it can not be updated, it is continualll, gror,ving

since it is only added to, and it is much less frequently accessed than current data, Online access is still

required though, so data access times must be acceptable. Depending on the storage structure of the

historic data, it may be possible to use to an optical storage device to take advantage of the benefits of tliat

medium.

Several methods for the structure of the histoLl¡ stole have been proposed b¡, 4¡u and Snoclgrass [5] and

Ahn [3]. These inciude (a) reverse chaining, þ) accession lists, (c) clustering, (d) stacked versior.ls and (e)

cellular chaining. (Figure 5,1)

(a) Reverse Chaining

In reveLse chaining (Figure 5.1a), the tuples are chained in leverse time secluence in the histor¡, store. That
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is, each tuple has a pointer which points to its predecessor. The tuple for a given ke1, in ¡1'r. current store

points to the first tuple in the chain of tuples in the history sto¡e. Each tuple chain is added to only at the

beginning and no updating of existing tupies in the history store is required. This method makes the history

store suitable for rvrite-once storage devices. Retrieval of historic data is performed b¡, follou'i¡g the tuple

chain until the version rvith the required timestamp is iocated. This method can be used for either tuple or

attribute versioning.

(b) Accession Lists

The use of accession iists r.vas proposed to elir¡inate traversing the long tuple chains in the history rvhich

result r'vhen reverse chaining is used. In this metliod, an accession list is established betrveen the current

and history stores rvhich point to the historic versions of a tuple in the histoly stole. (Figure 5.1b) The tuple

in the current store has a pointer which points to the accession list. The accession list is essentially an index

into the history store which contains a pointer to each historic version of the tuple, and

(a) Reverse Chaìning (lr) Accession List

FIGURE 5.i TWO LEVEL STORAGE STRUCTURES (Snodgrass and Ahn)
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(c) Clustening (d) Stacking

(e) Ceìluìar Chaìnìng

FIGURE 5,1 TWO LEVEL STORAGE STRUCTURES (Snodgrass and Ahn)

the temporal information associated with the version. Storing temporal information in the accession list

may reduce the numbe¡ of reads to the history store since tuples can be eìiminated from the search by

simply examining this temporal information. This also allows some telnporal quelies, such as inquiring

only about the existence of a tuple at a point in tirne, to be satisfied without actually retrieving the tuple.

Accession lists could be used with attribute or tuple velsioning. In attribute versioning, an accession list
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would be required for each temporal attribute in each tuple; this may result in excessive overhead, making

this scheme unusabie.

(c) Clusteríng

The problem rvith reverse chaining and accession lists is that with successive inserts, the historic versior1s

for a particluar tuple can become spread over many pages in the history store. This ivill result in rnany I/Os

rvhen querying all of the historic data for the tuple q'ith this primary key, 1¡ritn clustering, the versior.rs

related to a primary key are stored in the fewest blocks possible to minimize disk accesses (Figure 5,1c).

When an entire page is allocated for each prirnary key though, poor sto¡age utilitization can result.

Therefore, to maxi¡nize storage utilization, the historic versions of sever al tuples share a single page. When

a page overflows, a page split is performed and tuples are moved and pointers updated. Thus, disk I/O is

minimized and storage utilization maximized. The possibility of using a rvrite-once storage device has

been eliminated though, due to the page split processing.

(d) Stacking

The stacking metliod differs from the previous ulethods in that each tuple has a maximum number of

historic ve¡sions in the history store (Figure 5.1cl). Wlien a neu' velsion is added to histor'1' a¡d the

nraximumnumberof versionshasbeenreached,thenervestversionisu'rittenover the oldest version. The

oldest version has then been lost. Since the nunber of versions to be kept is knorvn, and is the same for all

tuples, space can be preallocated when the first version is inserted into the history store and all versions

can then be clustered together, This could result in poor storage utilization though, if space is pleallocated

for a maximum number of versions which is more than required for most tuples. In addition, the fact that

old versions are overwritten eliminates the possibility of using rvlite-once storage devices.
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(e) Cellular Chaining

Cellular chaining is a combination of several of the previous methods (figure 5, 1e). When the filst version

of a tuple is inserted into the history store, a "ce11" is allocated. A "cell" is a preallocated area rvhich can

hold a fixed number of versions of a tuple, as in the stacking approach, Unlike the stacking method, u,hen a

ceII becomes fuIl, a nerv cell is ailocated and the next nerv historic version is inse¡ted into the nerv cell. The

nerv cell is chained to the previous one, as the tuples u,ere in revetse chaiuing. Cellular chaining can be

used for both tuple and attribute versioning, and since insertions are alq'ays ap¡rended to the end of the

historic store, this organization can be used on write-once storage devices.

5.4.3,3 Split Criteria

The split criteria governs the movement of data betrveen the current and histor¡' stores. In general, the

current store will contain only the current velsion of the data. With a temporal database, the culrent version

may be based on, the transaction time, the valid time o¡ both. And rvith ternporal databases, Ietroactive and

proactive changes may be made to fu¡ther complicate matters.

Ahn and Snodgrass [5] have proposed that the current store only hold tuples rvith currently undefined "valid

to" and "ttansaction stop" times. That is, only those tuples ivhich have not been replaced by a neu' version

nor deleted. In addition, a third store, the "alchival store", has been suggested q,hich only contains tuples

with a "transaction stop" tirne (ie, tuples that have been deleted). This store rvould only be required to

support queries on the state of database as of some moment in the past (ie. r'ollback queLies) and because no

further updates rvill be done to these tupies, thel, çeu1¿ be stored on a WORM device. It is also possible to

store some frequently accessed history data in the current store to minimize I/O to the history store, or to

store less frequently accessed current versions of tlie data in the history store.
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Tl.rus, the split criteria can depend on several factors including the number of stores, the volume of current

data, and the access patterns to the current and histoly data.

5.4,3.4Indexing

lndexes ale requiled in temporal databases to inrprove the efficieucy of data access, as they are in non-

temporal databases.

The plirnary index of a non-temporal database consists of entries containing â ke1' y¿1,rr a¡d a poi¡ter. In a

temporal database, each index ently is extended to include a list of pointers rvhich point to tlle cun'ent

versiou and to each historic velsion stored in the history stole. In addition, sorne terl.ìporal infoLmation,

such as vaiid and transaction times could be stored in each index entry to leduce the numbet of accesses to

the history store and so that some temporal queries can be processed rvithout accessing the actual data. The

advantage of this index organization is that all historic versions are indexed and the temporal information

stored in the index can be used to improve the performance of sor¡e queries, The size of the index though,

r¡,i11 continue to grou, and may slorv access to the index entries fo¡: the current data.

Another option is to maintain only the pointer to the cul'l'ent velsion and one Iiistoric versior.r pointer in each

index entry. The historic pointer could point to the filst entry in the chain of histor:1r tuples or attributes,

With this index structure, current data index er.rtries q'ill not be affected by a gron'ing nunll¡er of histoLic

data index entries, but not all historic versions are indexed.

A thitd option for priniary indexes is to paltition the index siurilarly to the data to create a "tempolalll'

paltitioned illdex". In this method the index entries for the current store ate separated fiom the historic

store index entries. The cur¡ent index stol'e could uraintain a pointer to the cun'ent velsion as ri'ell as a

historic pointer, u'hich points to an accession list fol historic vel'sions. The advantage of this method is that
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the performance of the more frequent curÍent data queries rvill not be affected by the nurnber of historic

ve¡sion entries and all historic versions will still be indexed.

Often, secondary indexes in a non-temporal database are nou-unique indexes, and hence diffel. from

prirnary indexes in that each entry is not expected to be unique and point to only a single tuple. In a

temporal relation, secondary indexes rvill generally be much larger tlian in non-tempolal relations due to

the nunrber of historic versions, In temporal databases, the secondary index itself can be a temporal

relation in q'l.rich each entry is supplemented u'ith the valid and transaction time inforrnation. Tliis allon,s

temporal predicates to be satisified before the data is accessed to minimize false hits. It is also possible for

the secondary index to contain only partial temporal information and be stored as snapshot, rollback

(supporting transaction tirnes only) or historic (supporting valid times only) relations.

5,4.4 Multidimensional File Partitioning

A multidimensional file partitioning scheme has been ploposed by Rotern and Segei, [34] foL the

implementation of the temporal data model based on time sequences and tirne sequence collections

(Shoshani and Kawagoe [40], Segev and Shoshani [39]),

A muitidimensional file partitioning (MDFP) scheme is one u'hich is used rvhen access to a file is required

by more than one attribute, and sequential access and range queries using these attl'ibutes are frequent. This

means that the data should not only be indexed by these attlibutes but should physically be stored in this

sequence in ordel to minimize I/O. In a tempolal database, the tuple's key value and tirne attribLrtes are the

attlibutes on u'hich the file should be indexed,

A MDFP organization lias three levels. At the highest level is information regarding the partition points of

the data. In the MDFP scheme, a range a values for the indexed att¡ibute is grouped into a "segment,' and

the intersection of the segments for trvo attributes forms a "cell". If the emplo1'es nulnber is an indexed
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attribute, the emplo1'ee nulnber range 0 to 100 ma1, be in the first segment of emplo¡,es ¡ur¡bers. If the

valid time is the second indexed attribute, the time period from January 1 to Janualy 31 rlay be the fir.st

segment of the valid times, A cell is then formed containing all tempor al occurrences for employees 0 to

100 from January 1 to January 31. At the next level in this organization is a directory rvith one entry per

cell containing a pointer to the data page on the storage device where this cell is stored. At the lou,est leve1

is the data page itself containing the tuples.

Recall that the temporal model based on time sequeìlces was reptesented "conceptuallyrr ¿r a lnatrix rl,here

each rorv represented a time sequence for a primary ì<ey value. In this case, it is best to partition the file by

the key value and the time attribute since queries rvill often deal u'ith the value of the key or. a gror.rp of

keys over a period of time. It is also assumed that dilect access to a time sequence by prirlary lçe¡, ig

required, and in some cases sequential access by this value is needed. The implementation ploblem in this

case is horv to partition the data into cells to support these access patterns and minimize cell ovel'florv.
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FIGURE 5,2a FREQUENCY MATRIX

Tu'o methods have been proposed to do the partitioning, "syrnmetric" and "asynrmetric irar.titioning"

(Rotem and Segev [34]). In both of these methods, a "frequency rnatrix" u,hich stoles the nuurbe¡ of

temporal occurrences related to a primary ke¡' during a given time period, is used as input to the
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partitioning algolithm. The frequenc)¡ matrix in Figure 5.2a indicates the number of occurrences of a

tempolal attribute for each employee, in each rnonth. The first row represents the first rnonth, the seco¡d

rou' the second, etc. The partitioning schemes subdivide the frequency matrix into cells, and tuples

corresponding to the temporal occurrences in each cell are stored in a single physical page.
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FIGURE 5.2c ASYMMETRIC PARTITIONING OF FREQUENCY MATRIX

In symrnetric partitioning, the time sequence arr.ay is partitioned s)¡mmetrically using vertical and

horizontal grid lines. (Figure 5.2b) In as¡,m¡1s1¡ic partitioniug, the data is partitioned by grid lines

vertically into segments, and each segnent is then partitioned horizontally independent of the other
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segments in order to reduce the number of page overflou's, (Figure 5,2c) The advantage of sl,rnmetric, oyer

as)¡lnmetr'c partitioning, is that the arrount of data stored about the partitioning itself is much less since the

horizontal partitions are the same for the entire grid. Asymmetric partitioning is better in te¡ms of reducing

overflorvs; the ¡eduction in overflow data can easily outrveigh the overhead of additional storage

requirements for maintaining information regarding the partitioning. In the asymrnetLic case, the data is

partitioned into segments over the primary key values rather than the time values since it is assumed that

most queries will access the key values over a time range. This method rvill cluster time values together for

a primary key, which wiil reduce I/O for this type of query.

Shoshani and Kau'agoe [40] have taken different approaches to irnplernenting data structures for time

sequences that support regular data and those that support ilregulal data. The implen:entation of regular

time sequence arrays for static data is the simplest case. In this case, a value exists for each key value at

each time point, The tirne interval is regular, allou,ing the correct "colulnn" to be calculated give¡ a tirne

value' Random access over the keys can be provided by an index rvhich deternlines the ordinal ("Lou,,';

position, The array can be partitioned into cells and a tuple located by using "arra¡, lins¿,lzation', to first

determine the correct cell, then to locate the position within the cell. The dynarnic case is an extension of

this in rvhich the current cells are added to, for all keys, at the same regular interval and previous cells are

treated as static.

The irnplerlentation of an irregular tirne sequence arra)¡ is not as simple dr.re its sparse ârra)¡. This could be

implemerrted as described above but the large number of null values rvould waste storage and result i¡ sloq,

access times. In the static case, a technique called "header compression" could be used, In this method, a

sequence of the counts of the null and uon-null values is kept in a separate header rvhich can then be

accessed using array linearization to locate nou-nu11 values, If the time sequence arÌ.a)/ is modelling event

data q'here oniy a boolean value is required to indicate if an event did or did not occur, then only the header

itself is required,
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In the case of irregular time sequences modelling dynamic data, eacll key is assigned a page to r.r,hich its

versions are added to at irregular time intervals. The nurnbe¡ of pages may differ for each kel' vui¡',r, ur.,O

they may have different start times, end times, and durations. To handle this, an index coLrld be created

which stores the start time and page nurnber for each key, but accessing data over the tinre domai¡ then

becomes difficult. This problem can be solved by creating a grid file l29l to access the pages by start tirre

and duration.

5,4,5 Time-Split B-Trees

A Time-Split B-tree (Lomet and Salzber g 121,28D is an access method for temporal data based on Write-

Once B-trees (Easton [20]), This approach has been designed to support rollback databases in rvhich the

data is timestamped with the transaction time. A Tirne-Split B-tree is a two-ievel storage str.uctul.e in q,hich

data is migrated automatically from the current data store to the historic data store. The current data is

stored on magnetic disk and the historic data can be sto¡ed on any t1,pe of randour access device, includi¡g

rvrite-once storage devices.

As in the B+-tree, the data records in tlle Tiure-Split B-tree are stoled in the leaf nodes. The index nodes

tliouglt, contain a timestamp in addition to the lorv key value flom the loq,er level node. Whe¡ trar¡ersing

the tree, it is necessary to find not only the correct ke1, y¿1u., but also the corr.ect timestamp. The traversal

is done by searching index entries for the largest key and timestamp pair in the ir:dex node q'hich clo not

exceed the search key and timestamp, and choosing the last one in tìre node that satisfies this criter.ia. The

pointer corresponding to this node is follorved and the search process repeated ulìtil the data node is

reached. For exatlple, u'hen searching the second version of the tree in Figure 5.3a for. a key value of 4000

atrd T=10, the pointer from the second index entry (3000 T=1) is chosen since both the ke1, and ti¡restamp

value are less than the search values, and this is the last entry in the node fol u'hich this criteria is satisfiecl.

Choosing the last entry in the node for q,hich the criteria is satisfied implies that this is path rl'ill liaye tl.re
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most recent version of the data for this key value and timestarnp.

The Time-Split B-tree is unique in its splitting algorithm. In this algorithm, only nodes in the current c.lata

store, which is on magnetic disk, can be split. It is during some of these splits that nodes migrate to the

historic data store. When splitting an overflowing data node, there are two possible alternatives, a ',key

split" ol a "time split",

When a key split is done, the records rvith ke1,s lou'er than the split value are kept in the old node and the

others ale moved to a new node (Figure 5,3a).

r000 T=1

1000 T=r 2000 T=5 3000 T=6

lnsent 4000 at T=9

FIGURE 5.3a TIME-SPLIT B-TREE - KEY SpLiT

When a time split is done, a split tirne value is chosen and all those recolds il'itl.r timestamps less thar.r the

split tirne remain in the old node and those u,ith greater or equal tirnestamps are placed in a neu, node.

Those records rvhich have a timestamp less thar: the split time, but are still valid at the split tiure, hai,e a

copy in both the old ancl nerv nodes, Thus, some redundancy rnay ::esult when a tirne split is done. At this

point though, the old node can migrate to the historical data store since no further updates u'ill be made to

this node (Figure 5.3b),
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r000 T=l iiÏ$ill
:i*::.li:i+l

1000 T=l 3000 T=5 3000 T=6

r 000 T=9

1000 T=l 3000 T=s 3000 T=6

1000 T=l J000 T=9lnsent 3000 at T=9 and chose
a splìt time of 9

FIGURE 5.3b TIME.SPLIT B-TREE - TIME SPLIT

When data nodes are split, index nodes must also be updated. When a key split is done, tlie neu' index

entry has the low key value of the new node and a timestamp rvhich is the same as the one ín the index

entry pointing to the old node, When a time spiit is done, the nerv index entry has the lorv key value of tlie

old node, and the timestamp is the split time. It may also be necessary to split index entries, u,hich is done

in a similar manner as data node splits.

The DBMS must make a choice at split time ivhether to do a key split or a time split. If a time split is

chosett, a split time urust also be deterurined, The choice between a key and time spiit depends on the ratio

of current to historic data in the node. In general, the more historical data present, the better. a tirne split

s,ould be. The choice of the split time u'ill affect the amount of space used in the current (neu,) node, the

amount of space used in the historic (old) node and the amount of redundancy, In Figure 5.3b, a split tirne

of.T=7 would have generated greater redundancy since the tuple rvith "3000 T=6 " u,ould also have been

placed in the new node.

Wheu using Time-Split B-trees, the size of the historic nodes can vâr¡r ¿s long as the length of the node is

stored q'ith the node address in the index. The history store can then be implemented as a sequential file,

and rvhen a node migrates to history, it can siniply be appended to the end. This ivill eliminate poor storage
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utilization which may result when using a fixed blocked rvrite-once storage device.

Secondary indexes can also be implemented as Time Split B-Trees. In this case, eacll record contains a

timestamp, a secondary index value and the prirnary key, The secondary index is rnaintained independentll,

of the primary index and must be updated whenever a secondary index field is updated or a new record is

added. The data records associated u'ith the secondarl' key value can be retrieved using the primar¡, lçs1,

and timestanp values found as a result of sear:ching the secondarl, index tree. With such a structure, it ma1,

also be possible to handle queries involving onl¡r 1l1s secondary index fields q'ithout going to the data itself.

The proposed Time-Split B-t¡ees have been simulated in order to deternine the effect of splitting policies

on storage utilization [28]. In this simulation, thlee splitting policies were conpaled. The first u'as the

'Write-Once B-Tree (WOBT) policy ivhere a time split is alival's done using a split tirne of the current time.

The second split policy was the Time of Last Update policy rvhere a time split is always done if ther.e is

historic data, and the split time chosen is the time of the last update in the node. This split time is chosen to

optimize situations in rvhich inserts are done after au update to a recold in a node. The split time does this

by reducing the size of the historic nodes by minimízing the arnount of current data in tliis historic ¡ode.

Chosing this split time causes the data inserted after the last update to be rnoved to the nerv node and not

stored in the historic node, This policy is better than the WOBT policy if the cost of the WORM storage

for the histolic data is greater than a factor of ten cheaper tlian magnetic data sínce less historic data will

genelated.

The third split policl' compared is the Isolated Key Split polic)', in u,hich a key split is done if tu,o thirds or

lno¡:e of the data in a node is current data, Otherrvise a time split is done u'ith the time of last update as the

split time. Key splits ate done with the other split policies only if there is absolutely no historic data i¡ the

node. Performing a key split though, with very little historic data in a node, u,ill not generate a neq'historic

node and will often create less redundancy in the current database. This policy is the best choice if the cost

of WORM storage is less than a factor of ten cheaper than magnetic storage since there is a substantial
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reductior in the size of the historical database as compared to usiltg the other tu,o split policies,

5.4.6 POSTGRES implementation

The POSTGRES data base management system is a research system which includes support for "historical',

data (Stonebraker [44]), The POSTGRES database does not support historical databases, but rollbacl<

databases in which data is recorded by transaction tirne.

The POSTGRES implementation of "historical" versions is done q,ith forq'ard oriented delta versioning of

tuples. In this irnplementation, the initial tuple is the cornplete version, called the "anchoL point", and,'delta

records", containing only the changed data, are chained from the anchor point . This method rvas chosen

over a backrvards oriented versioning scheme based on the assumptiou that most delta r.ecords rvill l¡e

relatively small and ivill be stored on the same physical page as tlie anchol point, Data access is done by

starting at the anchor point and applying the delta versions to generate the desired version.

POSTGRES uses a two level storage structure to separate current and historic data. In o¡der to prevent the

number of delta records for a tuple from grorving too large, an asynchronous task call the "vacuum cleaner,'

is run rvhich migrates records from the current data store to a history store called the archive storage area.

This task rvill move the anchor point and all the delta records to the archive storage area and generate a new

anchor point, ivliiclt will renrain in the current data store. The time inten'al betq,een the executions of the

vacuulll cleaner process is defined u'ith a relation. This plocess ploduces an organization sirnilar to the

tn'o level storage structure proposed by Snodglass and Ahn, except that in POSTGRES, the migration of

data fiom the current data store to the archive is onlv done periodically, r'ather than at the creation of each

histolical version. The disadvantage of this method of migrating data is that there is historic clata in the

current data store and if the period is long between migrations, access to the curr.ent data nay be adversel¡,

affected by a large number of delta versions.
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Since the archival storage system is separate from the curreltt data store, the tq,o storage structures 
'ray 

be

different, The archive though, must still be available online for randoln access. In the archive, the anchor

point and all its delta records are rvritten as a single variable length record. These records are never

updated, so a write-once storage device, such as optical disks, may be used. The access patterns ca¡ be

diffelent for historic data and therefore separate indexes may be required for the archive. Thus, for queries

ivlriclr access historic data, the query optimizeÍ r11ay chose trvo access paths, o¡e for the curre't data store

and one for the archive.

5,5 SUMMARY

A nun:ber of proposals have been revieq,ed for the phl,sical impleurentation of teurporal databases. These

proposais have attempted to meet the goals of ploviding efficient access to the curre¡t versio¡ of the data,

supporting otllitle access to historic data, and allorving selective velsioning of data. The tu,o main issues

facing the development of a temporal DBMS are those of storage requirements ancì efficie¡t data access,

both of which are related to the fact that the volu¡le of data in a temporal database is consta¡tl¡, increasi¡g,

Tlie majority of implementation proposals have handled this by partitioning curre¡t and historic data into a

tu'o level or temporally partitioned storage structLrre (Ahn and Snodgrass [5], Adiba and euang [2], Sarcta

[35], Stonebraker 1441, Lomet and Salzberg [27]). Snodgrass and Ahn have pr.oposed ser,eral or.ganizations

for a trvo level storage organization, in particular for the structure of the history store for. historic data. The

Tirne-Split B-Tree (Lomet and Salzberg 127)),is also based on a trvo level sto¡age structure in rvhich data

migrates autornatically, during some node splits, from the current to the historic data stores.

Severai proposals have been made for using a tq'o level structure, but only the pOSTGRES DBMS has

actuall)/ been implernented. POSTGRES uses a fo¡'m of fol'u'ard oriented delta versio¡ri¡g in order- to

selectivell' version data and maximize storage utilization. In this irnplementation, a¡ as¡r¡1çþ¡6¡1o¡s process
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is periodicallJ¡ run to combine deltas to create a neq' initial version and migrate older deltas to the liistory

store. Though POSTGRES has used forward oriented versioning, Dadum, Luln and Wel'ner [14] have

found that a form a backrvard oriented version in q,hich each version stored as a delta of the next neq,er

version rvould be the best form of delta versioning. Using tl.ris rnetl.rod, access is fastest to the current

version and purging of old temporal occurrences does not require regenerating any ue\\/ deltas or initial

versions.

All impiementations rvhich use a trvo level stolage structure suggest the use of a magnetic storage device

for the curreut data store and an optical storage device for historic data. This has been done to take

advantage of the benefits of on-line optical storage clevices for large volun'ìe, lou'er cost-per'-byte storage

for data which rvill not be updated once it has been u'ritten.

Rotem and Segev [34] have proposed a storage structure for the temporal specific data model [39,40] based

on time sequences and time sequence arrays. Their storage structure uses a multidinlensional file

partitioning scheme to optirnize access to the data by pr:irnarl' ke1' ¿r.,6 time attibutes. In their scheme, a

frequency matrix rvhich keeps track of the nuurber of temporal occulrences, is used as input to an algor.ithrl

to paltition the time sequence array to provide efficient access and minimize partition overfloq,,

None the implementation proposals, except for POSTGRES, have been impleurentecì as part of a DBMS.

Several of the schemes, such as two-level storage structures, time-split B-trees and multidimensional file

par titioning, have been simulated to predict their handling of temporal data. As the need for temporal data

support grows and storage technologies such as optical disks continue to irnprove, more implementations of

temporal DBMSs rvill emerge, likely based on the tq'o-level stolage structures proposed b1, S¡odgr.ass and

Ahn and Lornet and Salzberg's Time-Split B-Trees.
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6. SUN{N,IARY

The intent of this thesis rvas to present a comparison of clata models supporting temporal data. The

temporal data model consists of the data structures to support temporai data and the data langr.rage to

manipulate the data stÌ'uctures. A discussion of the physical iurplementation of the data structu¡es of the

temporal data model rvas also presented.

The development of a temporal data modei, and the implementation of this model in a temporal clatabase

management system, has emerged as an important area in database research. This is due to the increasing

demands for historical data in reporting and analysis. Applications such as ploject management, financial

tecotds, and decision support systems rvould benefit fiom a data base management system u,hich suppol.ts

and maintains temporal data in a uniform and consistent manneL, independent of the application program.

The importance of this topic is demonstrated by the fact that recent texts by Date [16] and Elmasri [21] have

mentioned temporal data management as an active area of database research.

The temporal data model supports at least one of the trvo dimensions of time. These trvo dimensions are

the valid time and the transaction time. The valid time is the time the data is valid in the real u,or.lcl. The

transaction time is the time the data rvas recorded in the database. The valid time is of gr-eatei. interest to a

user of the database since it is the real world time associated rvith the clata. This is the time dimension that

the user can manipulate. A database administrator though, requires a transaction time in order to perform

database recovery using backup copies and a transaction 1og. Foul types of databases have been emerged

based on these trvo time dimensions. They are the snapshot database (no time sr.rppor.t), the rollback

database (suppolts tl'ansaction time), the historical database (suppolts valid time) and the temporal database

(suppoits both valid and transaction time). Though the temporal clatabase plovides the most complete

tempotal information about the data, a temporal data model suppolting a single time dimension sllould
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support the majority of applications requiring temporal data. A temporal DBMS sr.rpporting a historical

database is most likely to be implemented since the valid time dimension of the data is maintainecl. The

historical database also allorvs retroactive and proactive updates to data.

Three significant approaches to developing a temporal data model u,ere surveyed in the thesis. Trvo of the

approaches proposed modifications to the relationai data model, to support tuple timestamping and attribute

timestamping, and the third proposed a temporal specific data model, not based on any existing data model.

The temporal specific data modei, based on time sequences and time sequence arra)/s, provided tlle best

support for temporai data since it was developed specifically to support time valying data. implementing

this data model as a DBMS may not be most beneficial though, since the support for non-tempor.al data is

not optimal. Implementations of the temporal data models based on the relational data model are more

probable since a more flexible DBMS, providing support for temporal and non-temporal data, rvould result.

Of the trvo temporal data models based on the relational model, tliose based on attribute, rather than tuple,

timestamping more closely model the characteristics of time varying data. This is the case since it is the

attributes values which are varying over time, not the entire tuple. In addition, a temporal data moclel basecl

on attribute timestamping allows for selective versioning of attributes rvithin a relation. The disadvantage

of this type of temporal data model is that attribute timestamping cleates relations that are not in fir.st

normal form. This results in a more complicated algebra and quely language. The use of nested lelations,

relations in rvhich the attributes can themselves be othel relations, have also been proposed as an alter.native

that provides the advantages of attribute versioning. Therefore, it seems likely that temporal DBMS

implementations based on tuple timestamping, using normalized relations, rvili appear. before those

supporting attribute timestamping,

The development of a temporal data model and temporal data manipulation languages has been the sr.rbject

of the majority of the research on temporal data. Ferv researchers have addressed the ph1'sjç¿l

implementation of these temporal data models, likely since the support of a lalge volume of historic data

online has not been practical. The indicated area of future research on the majority of the temporal data
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models is the implementation of the data model. Recent advances in storage technology, such as optical

disks, has made online storage of a large volume of data not totally infeasible. This rvill renerv interest on

temporal data model implementation and there rvill likely be prototype implementations, incoporating such

techniques as delta versioning and two level storage structures, in the near future. Applications are currently

being developed rvhich support time varying data using application maintained timestamps in the database.

There is a need for a commercial temporal DBMS. The commercial feasibility of a temporal DBMS rvill

depend on these implementations and on their ability to optimize the use of magnetic and optical clisk to

provide efficient data access and storage utiiization.
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Glossarl,

Attribute. A property of an entity or lelationship in an E-R model. Also refelrecì to as a column or fielcl in

a reiation in the relational data modei

Data model. A mechanism to define data and data relationships. Consists of data structures, for defining

data objects, and a set of operations to manipulate the data structures.

Database state. A snapshot associated with a transaction time.

Entity. Any identifiable thing for which data must be maintained to support the activities of an

organization. The entity may represent an object that tangibly exists, such as a persoll, place or'

thing, or a concept, such a project ol'event,

Historical state. A snapshot associated with a valid time.

Primary key (in the relational data model). Attribute or attlibutes which uniquely identify a tuple in a

relation. Also lefelred to as a snapshot plimary key.

Primaly key (in tlie temporal data model). Attribute or attlibutes u,hich uniqueÌy icìentify a tuple in a

snapshot flom a relation suppolting temporaÌ data.

Proactive update. An update to a temporal attlibute u,hich u'iil be appliecl at some point in the future.

Relationship. Defines a connection between entities replesenting interactions or associations betu,ee¡ the

objects.
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Retloactive update. An upclate to a histolic (ie. non-cuuent) t,elsion of a temporal attlibute. Also refelrecl

to as a col'rection update.

Entity Relationship model. A lepresentation of real ivolld objects and concepts as entities, relationships

and attributes.

Snapshot. The set of all data values that exist for all attributes in a database at a point in time. Also

referred to as a database state.

Temporal. Relating to a sequence of time or to a palticulal time.

Temporal attribute. See tempolal data.

Temporal data. A seqllence of data values ove¡ time. Usuall¡, replesented as a sequence of data value and

timestamp pairs,

Tempolal data model. A data model which provides support fol tempo::al data.

Temporal occurrence. A single occurrence of a temporal attlibute at a particular point in time.

Transaction time. The time a data value is recorded in a database. Usualll, the commit time of the inser.t or

update operation.

Valid time. The time a data vaiue recorded in a database is valid in the leal q,orld.
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